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By Ken Fish 
Ka_ppa Sigma Fraternity will 
be brought up before 1he UN H 
Judicial Board · next Tuesday 
night- as a result oLa March 23 
party at Kappa Sigma.-
Dean of Students Gregg 
Sanborn filed an incident 
report o~ March 29, ·six days 
after the incident took place. 
"My office .is right across 
from Kappa Sigma ... arid I 
heard the ( party) going on 
there," Sanborn said. · 
Dean Sanborn went over to 
Kappa Sigma and "observed it 
(the party) myself," he said. 
Sanborn would not desc!"ibe 
the details of the party: 
Sanborn said the incident 
report he filed said Kappa 
Sigma violated rule 14.122. 
parts four and five of the 
"Conduct of Stud_ent 
KAPPA SIGMA-, page 17 
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.L to R, John Davis and ~Ttd Eynon ·were the winners in the 
Student Body Presidential race earlier this week.(Scott Young 
photo) 
862.-1490-, .... It.oh.· I, ' .......... .ttd 
u ... ....... ' ft """''' • _ .. . 
Davis-Eynon 
win election · 
_ ,,By John Gold -· to us," Landrigan said. 
By· a _slim majority. UNH , Fauske .added that support 
students elected John Da"vis as for the two teams was sharply 
their next Student Body divided, however. 
President (S BP). "Certain people, including 
· Davis and his running mate John Davis, made it (the race) 
Ted Eynon gathered 1240 votes into a ·Greeks versus us' 
to defeat Chris f·aus.ke and campaign,'' Fauske said. 
Dan Landrigan 's total of IO 15 Davis said the fraternity and 
by ten percent. Election results sorority vote was ••instrumen-
. will not be official until later · tal" to their victory, hut he also 
thi.s evening. gathered support from 
··1 - was surprised at the Commuter students, due to his 
CI ose ness'" Jamie Rock, stances on Mu B renovation 
outgoing SBP, said. ·•Ea.ch - and parking. 
candidate had solic;I support." Fauske said Davis copied his 
Davis was elected in a runoff stand supporting the elimina-
election held on Tuesday arid , tion of the division between 
~ Wednesday of this week. The faculty and student parking. 
_fir~t e-lection, held earlier this ·•John Davis has made many 
month, failed to produce a · statements he would not have 
. simple majority . Davis and made if he ran unopposed;" 
c Fauske received the highest Fauske said. '"Over the course . 
vote totals in that election. of the campaign John Davis 
Davis said he was happy with was forced to -adopt several 
the tu r n O u t , •, i t w a s policies we had from the 
. phenomenal. from what we beginning." 
' d " h · ·d "I look forward to parkin_ g · ! expectc , e sat . 
! Faus kt;; and Landrigan said anywhere I want to tn 
they lost because they didn't -September." Fauske · said, 
campaign enough. "We lost for referring to his expectations 
the same reas-on Dan Carr lost regarding Davis' planned 
· · policies. 
Speakeasy • IS too loud for neighbors 
Davis said he plans to .. -
contacJ the administration and 
begin working with the final 
candidates for University 
president. He also said he plans 
to begin building his executive :By Michelle Evans 
Neighbors offended by loud 
dance music from the 
Speakeasy night club have 
fqrced the city of Portsmouth 
to file suit against owner . 
Evelyn Gloor, according to 
Portsmouth city attorne~'. Bob 
Sullivan. 
Noise from the Speakeasy 
has irritated residents of the 
Hillcrest Trailer Park since the 
Portsmouth . club opened on 
Route· I one )'ear ago, 
according to park owner and 
resident Phil DeFostis, whose 
land abuts the club's lot. 
"Noise and vibration keeps 
·them awake late at night,"said 
Sullivan. "Late at night by the · 
standards of spmeone 'trying to 
sleep, not b~1 the Speakeasy's 
standards,'' he added. 
The Speakeasy. which- has a 
capacity of 500, is in a building 
formerly housing a roller rink, _ 
Sullivan said . This foundation 
generates vi.brations which 
have knocked objects off the 
walls of the mobile homes. 
According to De Fostis, 
Gloor violated city noise 
regulations and a signed 
agreement stating she · would 
confine the noise to the club's 
interior. 
""She could - run it in a 
moderate manner, and still 
have it loud enough to dance 
- to," DeFostis said. "She just 
doesn't do that. It's only 
common decency. We don't 
care if she runs a dance hall 
there. We had a roller rink 
before. and we never heard 
that." . 
Gloor could not be reached 
for comment. 
The city has tried to 
cooperate with Gloor since the 
club's opening, Sullivan said, 
b'ut ··we are forced to bring 
about a lawsuit." · 
No court date has yet been 
Josiah watches Betsy Riedel take a pint of blood from his father, Jeff Eikelboom·Thursday in the 
MUB.(Scott Young photo) ' · 
set for the case 
If Portsmouth wins the suit, 
Gloor '"will be ordered to stop 
the problem," Sullivan said. 
'"If they can't stop it," 
Sullivan said, '"They will · be 
ordered to close." 
. board, but would not comment 
on potential · members. 
He declined . to commit 
ELECTION, page 10 
First c~ndidate 
coming next week 
By Michelle Evans 
A finalist -in the UN H 
presidential search, Dr. Shirley 
S. Chater, will be visiting the 
University to meet with 
members of the campus and 
community on April 23 a.nd 24. 
Dr. Chater is a council 
associate with the American 
Council · on Educafron in 
Washington, D.C. She served 
as vice chancellor of academic 
affairs at the University of 
California in San Francisco. · 
' She specializes in nursing _ 
education, and is· a professor in . 
the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences Department of the UC · 
School of Nursing, ·as well as 
holding a - faculty position in : 
_UC · Berkeley's Schoot of · 
Education. 
Students will be able to meet -
Chater at 2:00 on Tuesday, in ; 
the Forum Room (C floor) of 
the Dimond Library. 
Chater will meet with faculty 
and extension educators at 2:00 
on Monday, in the 1925 room 
of the Alumni Center. 
· Chater will meet with PAT 
staff at 9: 15, and operating staff 
at 10:30 on Tuesday, in the 
1925 Room. 
Most of the remainder of 
Chatet's schedule will be 
absorbed by meetings with the 
USNH Board of Trustees, 
interim President Gordon 
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-INSIDE-· 
Womens · Lacrosse won a 
pair of games defeating Yale · 
-10-5 Tuesday at home. See · 
·• story page 24. 
Calendar~ ................. page 5 1 
Classified ............. ... page 20 
Comic~ ................... page 18 : 
Editorhd ................ ~page· 12 , 
,Fea!ures ................. page 15 .' 
N ot1ces .................... page 6 ' 
Sports ..................... page 24 : 
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Professor' Sweet to study Nietzsche'~ imPact 
By Paul Wilson · we-can learn about the German 
Denis Sweet described a Democratic Re·public (East 
post-card with Hitler pictured • Germany's) perc~ption of 
at the left edge staring at a bust themselves by studying their 
?f Nietzsche, who is at the right changing attitude toward. 
edge. Between them there was Nietzsche . 
inspiring Hitler's ideas. On_e of Power, considered Nietzsche's 
Sweet's objectives is to ~~-in work. Subsequent 
determine the role of thinkershaveusedNietzscheto 
Nietzsche's philosophies rn support their ideas . 
western thinker. 
·The GD R -has ignored and 
discredited Nietzsche si nee 
WWIL - because of his 
association with the Nazis, a.nd · 
because . his philosoph); 
disagrees with Marxism . .. 
forming Nazi Germany. '"It is easy to pick a sentence _ 
from one book · and another · 
nothing. · Sweet was awarded a grant · 
""Then it :hit me," Sweet said. from International Resear.ch 
'"The middle was Germany." and Exchange ( INEX), a New 
Sweet, · an Associate York based organization, and 
Professor of German at UNH, · · hopes to write a book after his · 
is going to E~st Germany in four months in _ the GDR, 
April of 1984 to study the effect discussing his studies. 
""Is he (Nietzsche) a proto- from a different book," Sweet · 
Nazi or·seriously inisrepresent~ · sa;'S . "But you could just as 
ed for · propaganda?" Sweet easily support the opposite 
said. argument by using different 
Many .of N ietzsche;s beJj~fr; quotes." 
aren't known. He went insane 
in 1889 and died in 1900 .in 
obscurity. His sister collected 
unprinted, · left"."over material 
a·nd published The Will -To 
It is only in the last two years 
that interest in Nietzsche has 
reappeared in the GDR. This 
resurgence · is a sign of a 
growing self-assuredness there, 
Sweet said . The;' have · the 
confidence in their government 
to study contradiction of 
systems. 
of Nietzsche's philosophies on Nietzsche, who invented the 
Hitler and the German people; concept of The Great White 
then and now. Sweet believes Race, 1s oft½n credited with 
Aecording to Sweet, 
Nietzsche should be grouped 
with Freud, Marx, and Darwin 
as an equal!~, influential 
. - . . 
Cool-Aid: help for ·20 years 
· By Karen LeVasseur chocolate. 
Although the people - Cool-1'-id was started in the 
working for Cool-Aid are only late 60's by a group of UNH 
students, _ they are · very students. Its main purpose was 
-interested in · helping people in · to help people coming off bad 
trouble. ·. drug trips. _ . _ 
Wal:king into Schofield · "Drug issues aren't. as big 
House, I didn't know what to now as they were when Cool-
expect. , ·1 walked down a Aid started," Rob Pugl'iese 
narrow staircas~ into the said. "We mainly get calls 
basement of the building_ to about loneliness and depres-
enter the- small cheerful office . Sl9'1) ,~nd a good amount about 
for ·Cool-Aid. i!~i,iB'; sexuality. _ 
)'he room's brick walls are The students working at 
painted bright yellow with a Coo 1- A id act a ·s peer 
picture of a rainbow dra_wn in counselo_rs'. according to 
crayon in one corner: On the Beverly Prosse_r-Gelwick, 
wide open office door l)angs a director of the Counseling a'ifcf' 
chalkboard bearing the ' Testing .Center . a.nd staff 
message '"Let's stay aware even advisor to Cool-Aid. 
after traini~g is over. There is "I meet with the students 
always ongoing training." about major issues and the 
Cool-Aid. To be .qualified to 
take phone calls; . a counselor 
goes through a six or seven 
week training peFiod, with 
other Cool-Aid members. 
"'The first weekend is an ice . 
·breaker," Pugliese said. '" A lot 
of counseling and listening 
. ski"lls are learned .because we 
-jlre not qual-j'fied to give 
advice." 
He said after the _ initial 
weekend '"'. of training, counse-
lors are broken into groups and 
put on training shifts each week 
but don't take. phone calls until 
_they are ready. · 
") '"This ' student peer group 
cares about other students," 
Prosser:-Gelwick said. "They 
make references to Counseling° 
and Testing or to Hood. House 
if they are 9ver-their heads." A desk topped with. two · direction they are taking to 
phones. I and ·,an : answering : help them think through their 
machine' · lines one wall. The role in the U nivers'ity as tke 
othei is deco.rated by a sink, : stud'ent body· changies, " 1 
Every S'llnday du-ring 
training, a speaker cor:nesJ to 
speak, about. issues, incl-udi~g; . 
" ' '1 . . - ., . . .I.>. •. ·_ . ' j . 
~refe~sor Deni~ , Sweet will travel behind the Iron Curtain this 
rilonth-in order to study Nietzsche.and Hitler .(Toby Greenfield 
·photo) 
refrigerator, _ and all _ of the Prosser-Gelwick sa.id. · 
makings for coffee, tea, or hot · · J\_Q_Quf ~O people work at 
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Work at Seabrook halted 
Public Se,rvice of New Hampshire Co., on the 
. brink of bankruptcy, -suspended work on the 
Seabrook I nuclear power pla_rit. William 
Derrickson, vice president of nuclear energy, said at 
a press conference Wednesday, _that all but l000 of 
the 6200 "workers on the job. were laid off as of 
Wednesday - afternoon. Derrick described _- the 
suspension as "'temporary", and that "'prudence 
dictates a brief shutdown ·of construction until 
uncertainty surrounding -PSNH and the Seabrook 
project is resolved." Seabrook I is 73 percent 
· complete, and has already cost .$3 .5 billion. 
Seabrook 2, on which construction was halt.ed last 
September, is 23 p6rcent do~e. and has cost $800 
million. · 
~ew ·Hampshire motorists · 
. -: will pay less for gas 
__ · Motorists will pay ·1ess for -'-gasoline in ·New 
~arrips~ire during _the Easter weekend than they 
did dunng the Christmas holiqay, unless they ·are 
· buying diesel fuel, according to the New Hampshire 
branch of the American Automobile Association. 
AAA said diesel prices have risen nearly four 
cents to an_average $1.14 per gallon since christmas, 
but the cost of regular gas has dropped to an 
average of $1.~2 per gallon. 
N;H. delegates split 
Senator Gan1 Hart won the New Hampshire 
primary, but due to a complex set of national and 
state party rules. he'll split :he delegates evenlywith 
former Vice President Walter Mondale. Four other 
delegates will be uncommitted at the Democratic 
National Conven_tion in San Francisco.:Ofthe 1967 
, delegates, ne.eded to be __ nominf1tedwrNlPtmilJlt :h~& ffiO ') 
_I pearly F00:@:~.Kltt$-Irn!~lli'Iy 600. - · ' 
NATIONAL 
Bush offers toxic arms 
ban 
,Vice President George Bush offered a 66-page 
draft of a treaty to destroy and ban chemical 
weapons through.outthe world before-the 40-nation 
UN disarmament conference in Geneva 
Wednesday, with . an unprecedented "open 
invitation verification procedure" as its central · 
feature. -This n.ew clause in the draft "permits 
international inspection teams to visit on short 
notice all military -o·r governnient-owned or 
controlled facilities in the · signatory countries." 
Bush also sta.ted that the treaty would permit the 
. nati<;rns to overcome the pdnciple obstacle to an 
effective chemical weapons ban-the obstacle of 
verification . 
US officials acuse · 
Salvadorian military · 
The highest military commanders of El Salvador 
deceived and confu,"ed US officials for more than a 
year to protect a. ,Salvadorian army captain who is 
the crucial witness in the 1981 slayings of two 
.American agragarian reform advisers. according to 
US diplomats and labor leaders. The army captain, 
_ Eduardo· Alfonso· Avila, 311, is viewed by US 
officials as - the only witness w_ho can provide 
conclusive evidence about the murders of Michael 
P. Hammer and Mark David Pearlman, · both 
employed by the American institute for Free Labor 
Development. Also slain in the storm· of bullets at 
the Sheraton hotet in San Salvador on Jan.J, 1981, 
,wai~~~ R odli'.lfo'l\l'Mifa!f a3ffaql\'D'Jict,p~~tiltg,ragaria n 
rell):11lJ4<P fficial. ,:...Dlrfis ioorb: rtg;r; 
INTERNATIONAL 
L~byan Embassy in 
London Besieged 
Police sharpshooters ringed the Libyan Embass~, 
in I.-ondon Wecln-csda~, after the occupants open- · 
fired with a machine gun on a cr.owd of Libyan 
students demonstrating on the street belo_w; A 
British police-woman was ·killed in the attack. and 
11 demonstrators were wounded. Meanwhile, in 
Tripoli, the British Ai11bassador Oliver Miles was 
escorted b)1 as man~1 as 60 uniformed policemen to 
the Lib)1an Foreign M inistry._The British Embassy 
arid -several staff homes remain surr()unded, but 
Foreign Office U rydersecr€tary Richard Luce does 
not think the embassv staff or the other 8,000 
Britons in Lib~1a are "'i; any clanger at the present 
time ." 
·us helicopters fired · 
upon in Honduras 
- US Army helicopters with twq senators aboard 
were struck by gunfire and forced down earlier this 
week in Honduras near the El Salvador border 
_ according to American ofricials. No one wa~ 
reported injured. One ol the senators. J. Bennet 
' Johnson, ( D. -La.) said the UH I · Helicopter 
carrying he and Senator Lawton Chiles, (D.-Fla .) 
was struck three timc;s by .50 caliber ammunition 
that presumably came from Salvadorian guerillas. 
The senators were on a fact -finding mission in 
Honduras, and were travelling fo a UN-operated 
. camp for Salvadorian refugees in southwestern 
Honduras. 
WEATHER--
The National Weather ·service predicts clearing 
skies today, with some suns~jne · as t~e day 
progresses, and - temperatures m the 50 s. _The 
w.eeker:1d weather looklstmbte:qiartl&tc}~·n1h-'., ')_~½~a 
rt s:~iff\)iiiilgHrfil'dH}-tet Satitn:b@.J)) cTIU1 tl".'ifh i'.71£W Jo -! 
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New coaches, boats· for cr-ew 
. W omeri 's crew team launches one of the new shells before 
practice last week.(Hiedi Witty photo) 
By Kris Snow 
With · new _c.;.oaehes, new 
equipment and new safety 
guidelines. the UN H crew team 
is : rowing this ·spring season 
with optimism. dedication and 
a lot of precaution. 
· Coach (hris Allsop calls the . 
precaution "second nature." 
After last spring's- crew 
accident. in wh i-c-h UN H 
· freshman Glenn Hayes 
drowned when several shells 
overturned in Great Bay\ 
stormy waters. University and 
Coast Guard reports ·outlined '. 
extensive regulations for the 
team. 
"The report made very: 
specific recommendati~n_s. '_': 
.A.llsop s;aid . "We're now Irving 
them." . · 
"In terms of safety no team· ,s 
more thorough. no more 
closely conJrolled th.an ·us:" he 
said. 
In addition to the swimminsi; 
test .and viewing pf a' 
hypothermia treatment movie 
Smith Hall f es ti val . next week 
By Hank Soule . this, Ingram said she doesn't 
now required of team members Alisop said if the dispatch 
each semseter, there are new center did not hear from the 
daily safety prncedures. coaches . 15 --minutes after their 
As the team begins its 6:00 estimated return time, the 
a.m. practice, coaches radio the dispatchers would try • to 
UNH-Durham Dispatch establish radio contact. If they 
Center on handheld Motorola , were unable to . do so, UNI-I 
radios purchased last summer. Public Safety would go to the 
Allsop said. He and coaches boathouse. 
Cecily Croft, Doug Gardner .. If the door is open, they 
and Marc Lessard inform the know the crew is out," Allsop 
center of the number and type said. "If the door is closed, they 
of boats going out, the number know the coaches forgot to · ~ 
of rowers, .and the time they · _C~~EW_, P~Je 18 
expect to return. • 
Nuclear war would 
kill light, ozone 
By Hank Soule · during World War Two. 
Nuclear war is · "national In a · 5,000 ton nuclear . · 
suicide", said Dr. George exc}:lange, a ••reasonable war" 
Wood well, discussing the in Woodwell's terms, the study 
climatic effects of atomic found: 
warfare in the final Sigma Xi • •The light intensity on the 
honor society lecture of 1983-
84 to a packed Strafford Room · NUCLEAR, P!lg~ 22 
on Wednesday night. 
Breakdancing b~., ,the Funk consider herself "internation-
Effec(s, an ·auction, the LJNH al." •Tm very American. A lot 
Jazz Theatre and the Dance oL people will meet someone 
Co., a fashion show, and the from another country and they 
Now Sound Express will be seem skeptical, even afraid 
featured on st.;tge next week at .. sometimes." 
the International Fiesta. · Ingram said she has enjoy~Q__ 
Dr. Woodwell presented the 
results of a study by the World 
Health Organization examin-
planning the stage prodtlcti9ns . ing the atmospheric cons_~-
for the Fiesta. ··We had quences of -nuclear exchanges 
thousands of flyers ·printed up, covering a range from IOO to as 
and then we had to color all of · future . worst-case scenario of 
them by hand," she laughs . .. I 25,000 ·megatons, each equal to 
tried to include a lot - 'of •one million tons of TNT. 
American acts, because ' .. We are living in a world 
Americans are just as blessed with the equivalant of 
"international' as anyone else." , I 5,000 _ tons of TNT in · the Sponsored by the lnterna- . 
tional Students Office, the 
Fiesta was conceived as a way 
of exposing the UN H sfudents 
and facU"tty -· to inter national · . 
fo <f d . d res s , m u s i t .~ a n d · 
cus·toms, according to 
sophomore Sarah Ingram.-
director of stag~ programming. 
,' "It's going to be like a· big 
carnival _ _:_ food, exhibits, 
vendors, and entertainment," 
·Ingram, a Smith resident said . 
The fiesta will be held 
Friday, April 27 at Smith Hall. 
Ingram, a self-proclaimed 
·•military brat",. has l'ived in 
Europe as . a result of her 
father's Army assignments . She 
resided in German~, during his 
two tours of duty there, , the 
second lasting until her high 
school graduation. In spite of 
SARAH INGRAM 
· Ingram said one of the main world'-s rtuclea.r arsenals," 
rea·sons for holding the event is Woodwell said. ••That gives 
to promote Smith _Hall as an you, one billion. Chinese, and 
'interna:tiona't 'cen'te·r. . about 3·_8 bitlion others 3000 
· •~1 felt that it I was a· pa,rt of tons of-TNT personally." 
the Fiesta, I could say that I -woodwell said this energy, 
helpedthedorm,andalsotryto concentrated in 50,000 
get my own point across: war.heads, -is between five and 
international students are 10 thoYisan~ rrh'e's·· ·1tF~tit"'~ 
really no different than anyone of exploS'1ie . . d 
else." in all of th . ihb' d . . -:: ~('i <~ : ,;
·ey Dan Landrigan . Rodgers was inspired . to . 
Bill Rodgers at age 36 was become a marathoner by his 
not among the runners at the college roommate, who ran the 
Boston Marathon on Monday Boston Marathon in 1968. 
for the first time in eight years. After a period of smoking 
But ·he says he's in better shape . and allowing his ti:aining to 
now then he was when he first lapse, Rodgers began running 
ran the ·race. . . .. and first entered the Boston . 
" ..  JtE<>ti~E WOQDWE~L ~l:~ h - t~ 
Rodgers spent an hour 
answering questions from the 
au?i_ence, mostly about 
trammg . . · 
Rodgers said his _train_ing 
1 
consists of running twice each · 
da~h consisting of short runs on . 
the track, I 0-mile runs, or 
running up hills. 
While Boston is his home 
and New England is the best 
Fairchild women 
say water's . too hot 
By Kris Snow bathrooms have mold due to 
Showering · Fairchild _ Hall poor ventilat ion, peeling paint 
residents protested the blast of and .. unsanitary cement floors 
extra-hot water they recieve in the shower stalls." 
Besides, Geoff S-mith "would 
· have whipped me,'' he said,, "He 
was unbeatable." 
· · training ground for runners 
because of the road racing 
circuit, Rodgers trains in 
Arizona. 
when someone else in the Stuqenis· also complained Rodgers, speaking to about 
building flushes a toilet by about the separate hot and cold 200 . people at the Field House 
signing a recent petition . water faucets . · Wednesday night, also said he 
According to Bill Conk, Freshman Marv Pat didn'trunintheMarathonthis 
manager of environmental O'Con'nell ·called the F-,;airchild year because he is training for 
systems. the University bathrooms .. disgusting." theOlympicteamtrialsinMay. 
Facilities . Maintenance . .. There's mold on the ceiling Besides,GeoffSmith·•would 
department is presently and the curtains, and on the havewhippedine,"hesaid ... He 
searching for a solution to the third floor you look up and it's · was unbeatable.~· 
problem, which may be caused · green ." . __ ____ _ . - R~-~{ge~;- ;d;:;it~ that at -his 
Marathon in 1976, running for 
the ·us--Ol~·mpic Team in - ffie· 
Montreal Olympics .. 
Today, Rodgers makes his . 
. _living off running. He said -bis 
· sfores, the Bi"ll · . Rodgers' 
Running Centers, freal- even 
and his clothing line makes him 
some money, but the bulk of 
his income comes from prize 
money and appearance money 
he . receives for racing. 
by a utility heater with - O'Connell said it doesn't age he isn't the . best 'runner 
regulation problem's. Judy · matter where in the building a : trying to make the Olympic -
Beliveau, UNH area· main- toilet is flushed-people still team, but he hangs his hopes on 
tenance manager, refused to get burned. a -chance at the third spot on the 
comment on the project, but · "'It's not fun getting singed in team, behind Alberto Salazaar ••All sports should become 
Conk said some preliminary the morning," O'Connell, who_ and Greg Meyer. · more professional," he said. 
information sh o u Id be plans to J-ive in Fairchild next Rodgers' speech was the final ••you should be able to make a 
available soon. year, said. Sue Bruni, who will event in UN H's Recreational living off running if you reaffy 
The petition. signed by I IO also live in Fairchild next year, Sports Department's National want to." · · 
of 140 res idents and submitted agreed the showers are'unclean. Recreational Sports Week. He- -Rodgers said he thinks the·· 
to the Office of Residential Life .. It's not the janitor's fault, described his early days as an . Boston Marathon should offer · ip>eairlj' .A,pri:J~ JaJsO "'Stat~d~tt.rn:rJ.J ~"lfiJ.:_11,1 h•r'):,.!'.;~'•/ .. .... · G',i .;,·1•,~~-~hl~-!C: (W:b:Giil•,;h.e, •W,a,s-,t an ,·())-14.'c' :'I p-ri:eles h£o compete 'wifh .... ,9 th~f) "P 1 i',rf"f'n __ -.','_ '.J: C.3, ~j,J c."'U::_'')'',;\J 
h_o_t_ w~!~~ of!~~ -cr_u_n!_ ~~!.~~:,·:· .. ~A!~-~~-~~ELP.11;ge 1~ . __ . _ -~ig~ school_ ~!~l~te. _ ~ _1 ;>, \,:•_r.~.~~s:;}), . , _ .. ". ,.-\:':~ ~ ~IL~-)~f?pq~~~ - t,~-.~:"· 1 
- -- -.. - -- - - - - - - - - -·- -•- .- - - - - - - - - - - --·---- - - - - - - - .. __ __ -- - - -- -- --- ... -·-.., -· - - - - - - ----~ - - - - - - - - - - - '" . - ~ .... .._ - - - - - - - -· ~· .... __ ..... ... .... ----- ,_. - - .. ;. -
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Silkwood Drwy@r 10. speak on nuclear negligence 
By Lisa Prevost 
Almost ten vears ago, Karen 
Silkwood died in an automob-
ile accident in Crecent, 0 k l.c!.- . 
homa. Her c~se has been · 
surro_unded by controversy and · 
court cases implicating the 
FBI, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), and . the 
Kerr-McGee Nuclear Power 
Plant. 
Despite a $10 million court 
settlement and a recent motion 
picture bringing the case to the 
public's attention, the 
Silkwood famil)i- 's lawyer, 
Kitty Tuck.er, is. -traveling to 
coJleges and universities across 
· the country to tjilk ·abo-ut her 
court battles. . 
Next Tuesday, April 24, 
Tucker wi·ll speak i'n the 
Granite State Room of the 
MU Bat 8 p.m. on the potential 
danger from government · 
cover-u·ps of illegal _ nuclear 
_ power plant- operations . . 
Silkwood, an empfoyee of 
the Kerr-McGee Nuclear 
Power Plant, had come from a 
union meeting wid1 documen-
tation of corp-orawmisconduct 
GREATBAY 
RACKET CENTER 
· in Newmarket . 
is seeking qualified 
men and women 
to instruct aerobic classes. for 
children (ages· 2-8) on Thursday 
afternoons or for adults on 
M/W /F 7-8 a.m. 
Information/ auditions call 659"3151 . 
at the plant. She was headed for 
a meeting with a New York 
Times reporter and a 
representative from the Oil, · 
Chemical and Atomic Workers 
Union_ to p_u_Qlicize-the facility's · 
failure to protect its work~rs 
from exposure to hazardous 
levels of radioactive plutonium 
when her car smashed against a 
. highway railing. 
The brown manilla envelope 
containing Silkwood's 
evidence was missing from the 
wreckage and was never found . , 
Two weeks before the 
tragedy, -Silkwood discovered 
·she had been contaminated by 
. plULUlliutn , acco rding to her 
familv. -· · · 
_Th·e "company accused 
Silk.wood of deliberately 
contaminating herself to make 
Kerr-McGee look bad. Her 
death was ruled accidental and · 
the FBI closed its probe of the· 
case within six months. 
However, for Tucker, a 37-
year-old. Washington, D.C. 
lawyer, the investigation had 
only begun. · 
When she began to dig into 
the records of the Kerr-McGee 
facility in the spring of 74, 
Tucker found a long series of. with a conspiracy to deprive 
violations filed with the (NRC). her of the right to organ,ize, to 
She afso ·~ dis~J)Ve ;ed several · speak freely, and to travel 
federal 'agencies had presented_ freely on· the highway. Legal 
evidence of criminal activity to battles .wen~ on for two arid a 
the FBI, neither governing h~lf years. · , · 
body took action. I r1 1979, a federal jt:i"fy 
As the Washington decided that Kerr-McGee was 
legislative coordinator for the Ii ab I e for Sil.kw o o d's 
National Orga•nizatio.n -for contamination and gl;lilty of · 
Women (NOW), Tucker "'wil!'ful, wanton, and 
organized a group called . reckle~s" negligence iii. its 
Supporters of Silkwood (SOS). operat10n . of the pl·utornum · 
She collected more ·than 8.000 plant. 
signatu.res on petitions calling · The court awarded $10 
for a congressional investiga- million in punitive damages 
tion of the case. and $505,000 in compensatory 
Hearings co.nvened and FBI damages : to the Silkwood 
::ind NRC officials were called E1;t;;1t e, 
to testif):- However, a third 
hearing wa,s .. postp·oned Kerr-:-McGee appealed the 
indefinitely for _ no apparent decision , however, and in 1981. · 
reason, leaving . questions a federal appealscourfset<!side 
unanswered . the punitive damages, ruling 
It wasn ' t until Tucker that, under the Atomic Energ~' 
persuaded civil rights attorney Act, Oklahoma law canno.t 
Daniel Sheehan, a former punish nuclear corporations 
associate of F. Lee Bailey, to For the first time, state and 
join her that the case began to local governments · seriously . 
progress. In N ovembet. 1976, began to worry a bout their 
Sheehan filed a civil suit in · power to protect citizens from 
Oklahoma City which charged radioactive , ·contamination 
Kerr-McGee with negligence in within nuclear facilities. 
Silkwood'scontamination,and The Silkwood . Estate · 
appealed the ruling to the 
Supreme Court. In a 5-to-4 
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· v9te last January, the Court-
reinstated the $-10 million 
award. 
Sixteen states, fearing for 
their right to punish nuclear 
corporations for ac_tions that 
injure their citizens, have filed 
an amicus brief asking the 
Supreme Court to also restore 
tI-!:e'_compematory damages. · printed by Journ
al Tribune. Biddeford Maine. ' 
A SYMPOSIUM ON: 
Dis_crimination in 
Education and _Employment 
Presented By · 
. ' M.A.C~ 
. DmHOtfSE 
An Entertainment Alternative 
Presents_ 
Room 71, Devine Hall 
. Apri 1-·21 st 8-1 2. p.·rn-. 
Fre.e Admission 
-Fun.ded by P_FQ_· ... 
(Minority Awareness Committee) 
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Film-Decade of Our Destiny: 
Women, A New Force for Change. 
Merel Gibbs 
N.H. Commission on Human Rights 
"A venues of Relief" 
Lunch Break 
John Gra~, 
N.H. Dept. of Education 
"Equal Opportunity in Education" 
. Nancy Deane 
U~N.H. ·Affirmative Action 
"What is U.N.H. Doing" 
.Marion Wolfsun 
Commission On the Status of Women 
"'W_omen's Issues" 
Open discussion · 
SPECIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO: The Deon of Students Office 
~---::~f?!=~~t~~ !_~~~~.::::_:'~&-.. _,._., 
THE NEW HAMPSH-IRE FRJDAY-; APRTL 20, 198A PAGE FIVE 
Conventi(}ll off ex_s e.Xperience 
By KatharineO'~onnell focused on an anthropological ·_ political - ~truet-L1re of 
Twelve students had an study · of -Ga m bod i an . R icbar.d.s-on· House mini-dorm. · 
.,.opportunity t~ present th_eir - -refugees' adaptation to - !(fo .. -in-,,- -.~It's a great wa'y of allowing 
original .research a-t the third the Sea ;,.Coast a~-e--a, and on a students to apply what they -
annual Anthropofogy arid :--:qat.istkat:;- '. ~~alysis ~ of _the learned and to allow other 
Sociology convention , 1-ast significance of genet_er 1n_,, ·peqple in a public _fQrm to voice 
FRIDAY, April 20 
CHILDREN'S THEATER: 'The .Litt_le Red Wagon.." He!l_ness); 
·. Theater. Paul.. Arts, 9 am, I0:30 am $1: 
MUSO F'ILM SERIES: "Napolean." Directed by Abel Gance, 
( 19"27): Room 110. Murkland, 6:30 pm. 
SATUROAY. April 21 Tue;sday. patterns of child abuse. _..:, their subjetts." Horton said. 
"I -don't know of any other "Student pres-entations-were' ' Judges, said Wins-low, ba~ed 1 LACROSSE: Women vs Bedford College (England). Memorial 
department tha._ t giv_ es excellen't a. nd diverse.· It raises their decision on theoriginalit" f'" Id 12 -
.J 1.e , pm. 
undergraduate . students a my expectations. I rarely get · of th~ory, the the.oretica·1 SOF'"fBALL: Women ~~ Maine. Field ·House, I pm. 
- chance of presenting original presentations in class th~t. ar--e coherance of the paper and the 
·work," said · Dr._ Deborah this · goeld. They were good - presentation. 
Winslow,-assistant p.rofesso_r of pieces of origina I work," She was surprised ·15y the 
~Anthropology at UNH. "It Winslow .said. . a"bility of the students 
SUNDAY, April 22 
l / 
MUSO FltM SERIES: "Chan is Missing," Sfraff_ord Room, 
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 pm. $1 . . -gives the ,students a· chance to Robert .Goodbt, a . sopho:-: presenting to apply theory to 
hear each other." · ·. in ore Anthropology major-__who their data _ and stress~d that MONDAY, April 23 - Topics covered .. af the .. took second prize with his rr)'ost: papers were outside . ·- . , . 
convention included the study discussion of the Abernake projects rath_er tha-n class , LACROSSE: Women vs ,Brown . Memorial Eidd. 3:30 pm. 
_nf :-,c:x n:,lc: attitude:-, in a Indians during their first JOO presentations. _ · BLACK-RAIN PREVIEW: Wor.ld-prerni~re of a.new play by Davia" 0
Spanish university. a slide years of European contact, - This year's convention, _J Magison. Directed by John Edwards. fohnson Theater, Paul A~ts, 
presentation of prehistoric said, "I thi'nk- it was a good . organized . by grc1d uate ·1rpm. $1. - . 
New England cu It u re. a . expe-rience to present a paper in · Sociology student-, .M,ooica_ · . . . 
discussion on the film making _a public forum." _ Seff, also ->a judge: · was TUESDAY, Apnl 24 
techniqueofJeanRouchand ·a Goodby'sforty-minute sp9~sored b-y the ~~Spcio-·-- :-woM~N'S STUDIES S-EMINAR ~SERIES: "Developmental 
ta! k on water po 11 u ti on speech focused on the chal}ges logy/ Anthropology D~part- · rssues on Adolescent Females." A pres.entatiori by Karen Edward's. 
problem~ facing a small ,,.New in s:ubsistence patterns and_,} ~e ' ment, the _ Anhropolo~y c-~ub Hillsborough/-Sullivan Room; Mernorial _Uni·on, 12:30-2 pm. 
Hampshire town. · : rise of the beaver fur trade . .. and th~ Program Fundrng ·-DANC-E DRAMA: ~'Dreamscapes." A seQior project 
- The program was.- started . ~Go9dby said the progra_m was Organization. - _ ·2 1choreographed- by Catherine Anesde·n. Newman_ Studio, New 
thre·e years . ago by sociology good practice for a .lecture he i.s One h u··n d. red - p e 9 "p I e· · -
1
:-Hamp~hire Hall; 7:30 pm. . . . 
graduate -- ~tudent, Susan preparing on the ·same subject atten-ded ' the seven-hour BLACK RAIN PREVLEW: World premiere ofa new play by David _ 
_ Her-rick, winner of this ·year's for an archaeology class._. program and the audience, · J Magid_son. Directed by-John _Edwards. Johnso~ Theater, Pa-ul 
graduate student prize. The -Christy . Hammer, a senior mostJ~, Sociology and Arts, -8 pm. $1. 
conventioR took pJace Tuesday Soc;iology / A11.thropology and Anlhropology majors, ranged 
from 9:30 a.11}. to 4:30 p.m. in Education fI!ajor, said she ·was from a high of 20 to a low.of less 
the Carroll-Belknap ro_om in "happy to see more_ equal than ten people. · 
the MU B. repre-sentation of Anthropo- According to Winslow tne _ 
Speeches ran approximatel)' -logy students" this year. .· Department hopes to improve 
rt" .. ~r -
WRITE; 
.. half an hour and prizes were Hammer, editor of the attendance next yearwith more 
awarded to the work .. otthree Sociology journal "Perspec- publicity qnd will invite studnts~ ,_ 
undergraduate students. tives" and· judge · for a second from other campuses to a'1letid Sports, Arts and Features 
-One highlight of the program year in a row said, "1 'm glad to~ a_nd present papers. -
was the two back to back- see--"- that more people atte,ndeq -.,The convention gave me an 
speeches given by first pr~ze µnd participated lhis year'."_, incentive to excel in the field of 
winner, Michael Felber, senior Thi'rd prize winner, ~ndrew Anthro-pology," - Horton said.- ~ 
Anthropolog~'/ Education maj- P. Horton, a sophomore · He is already -planning to give 




.. Felbe.r's pre~er11it._a _t_i~n·s_ discussed the changes in the 1 - · ~, · 1 
.. ! ...... 
In celebration . of her new album 
. HERE ts A LOVE SONG 
MAY 2, 1984 -- 8:0Q P.M. _ -
STRAJ:FQRD ROOM-MUB-UNH CAMPUS 
Tickets Available 
lJNH Ticket Offke 862--2290 
_ $4.00 SAF STUDENTS 
$ 6.00 GENERAL ADMISSION 
child care provided · 
• .. - S1gp L1nguJ~t· mh-rprelt'd ~
Ill -WHedrha1r Jl1..t'.., l'i 1hle - ' 
Presented by ... ., .. 
omen5 
Center · 
.The New _ HampShi:ie 
_ cfrk~S - . u 
. . , - Ill - ~or- II Ill 
__ - INtERNATIDNAt 
. ·" STUDENTI 
OFFICE 
10-15 hrs/wk PLEASF-
APPLY AT ONCEI! . 
1.S.O. Huddleston Hall 
on the first floor, .. please e,nter , 
building through door near Fairchild . 
' , ~ ' 
GOOD TYPING SKILLS REQUIRED 
· 1 
. ~ . " 
T ,- • ;.. 
Central America 
:.CAREER 
--.. :: -~ ' .. ~~ ·- . {'· ., : · • ' -- , . 
'. MU B IN.FORMATION , fABL:-E:· Spqpsored_ -by "-"? f -~PH(ITEO y :.AND . ,NQN,-:Sl?l"R t'+E-U ~ DRINK 
Career Planning arid Placement. For stti"dents w:lfr, _· , '---E>E"MONSTRATl'ON: -., :Spclns<;j•cd . bi, ~. Hc~ilth 
topi.C of-~peeches 
;find it d,i_ffi:cult to schcdul~ regular appointments. ,,<:ri<l;:cfucati'on Center. l?tog1',t'rh dtnic'lnsrrati.<ho\fl-o . 
:Monday. April 2.3. Balcony T.iblc.· Memorial - ri1'ix~: alcohc1lic drinks properly '. as well. as · 
By ·C-1-u:is He.isenberg _ cfi·anged • ., · Montalvan said '. 
.The US~ slfould,-s:upport at~ .. The Sandin'istas ·' haven't 
Union._ !:JO to J:JO p:m . "- introd-u,cing ,Jlternativf" ~(3'vci:agrs. Fi1cts abot'tt 
~ · · · · · alcohol anq ifs clkcts.are also<liscussed. Ti1csda\. · 
!~mpts t_o ~v-~rthrow ' the -sans? follRwed ,an)r..- of the ' promises 
CUJBS AND ORGANlZ·ATIONS · ;.. Apfil 24. Huntet·. -7 p.m. . .. . 
dinisfa ·govei-nm·e 'nt o"f thev ma'de t6-Njcari!gUa of the 
Nicaragua, buf not by sending OAS ... , · ... "''' .. ,; -· 
~co-NTRACEPTION CHOICES NOT ·. 
,SENIOR . .,.- HISTORY Mf\.lQR 1,GREE~LF,:i\f- ... ·-... :HOPE:Spons<)red ,'f,) Health Educarion· Centc·r: 
PRIZE: Sponsored b:,' History Departri1cnt. A Works h 6-p prcscn _t s fact ors t h~1 t a ffcd 
US troops to. Central America, Accordirrg to .. Manta Ivan. 
accordii:1g to: Alvero Morita)- Cuba has 12,000 men in 
paper done for history cl.ass oi:p new .paper n~,.l.Y be contracepti.on clH)ice.' typrs qLcontraceptirio now 
submiite,dJ01' this prize ,oy' l'.-'rida::. Apnl 27, In the ' av~~_il,1blc and:cotnint~i1icatio~·\p:i<l 1\.~sp<lns1hility in · 
van. -· Nicaragua. and the Sov!ets 
. · Montalvan. a Nicaraguan have 300-advisors there. 
Histdr'i· Office: Sec Professor Marn Schwmtz. · ,t'clati6nships.l-ucsday. Apdl 24; 3A Christcnscn.,_8 
NICi-(E COFFEEHOUSE: Presents: .la.net p-:-m. 
student in exile. and Jose ' Many members of the . 
1:h_cl~lpson. Cyndi (i;~rtl1_w,iitc ,;1nd Ri:hard Spahr. 
~cfrcshmeni~ will. be sqld~' Saturtla~\ Apnl~ 21: · 
Roorh lL. Devine. 8 p.n1:· to midi1ight · 
BAHA~I CLUB DISCUSSION : Invites you to ' 
atfend regular informal discussions , on iss~s 
concerning peace and the--bu.itd,i!)g of a new world ' 
order. Monday. April 23. Flahover Room. 
Mtmorial Union. 8 p.m. ' · 
YOUNG REPUBLIC-ANS MEETING: All 
interested students welcome. Monday. April 2.3. 
Gnihon Room .Memorial Union, 8 p.m. 
.HEALTH 
r 
CIQlJOR AND YOUR LOVE LI FE: ·sponsor~d 
by ;Health Education Center. · Workshop will 
pfo-vide pa-rticipants with the opportu111ty to 
e)\plore their values regarding alcohol and 
sexuality and discuss what has influenced those 
vaJtres . Monday, April 2.3. Delta Zeta. 9:45 p.m.' 
H-EALTH SERVICES STUDENTCONSUMER 
BOARD -MEETING: Sponsored ~by Health 
Sinif~ces. Monday. April 23.. C9ryt'erence Room. 
lfo·od House, 10 a.m, , ··.,,;;~1t}~\d> ::_ ;,:Wl/t11,.,. 
SQNS AND DAUGHTERS OF ALCOHOLICS 
S U.BPORT GROUP: Sponsored by Health 
Services. Ope.._n only to family or close friends of 
alcot10li_cs. drug troubled people. -or p_r~hlem 
drrnkers . Interested people may part1c1pate. 
·_ M°crnday. April 2.3. Underwood Huuse, J:JO to 5 _ 
p.m. - ~ 
OURS IS A RAPE CUL TURE:" Sp·onsored by 
Dean of Students Office . Open semina'i-s for all 
interested men ·and women, particularly for those · 
who would like to. become .PAI[) Peer Educators . 
t{rt~:)llV·: u~f;ja?b~-~~iiJ~": ,~!;~t;~R.~RPr:~. ,~·. 
information. contact' Carol Ober~ Dean of 
Students OtJice. 862-2050. 
Baldizon. a staff member of Sandinistas have been forced 
President Monge .· of Cos.ta into exile . fer disagreeing with 
Rica. spoke yesterday in the the . new pol'icies. ' Twelve 
- Forum room of the · library percent of Nicaraguans ' are ii} 
about . the problems fadng " exile. Montalvan ·said. . , 
UNH HORSE\MAN'S CLUB: Sponsored , o:-, , Nicaragua. . ' - i . . .. The Sandinistas- killed the 
AniA~al Science ·Department. Tuesday, Arri I 24. . ·.· The speakers were sponsored leaders .pf the main opposition 
·-~ Room 212. Kendall. 7 p.m. ., _ oationall)r by the Coalition for party (the Contras) and ·since 
- STRAIGHT ANS7.W-ER;S;__,c:lX?>' --;GA.-Y · ISSUES: . Jobs, Peace and Freedom ·in 1979 'there have been no free 
, SpcinsMed b~ ,- . Cath6!ic; ' Stud-cot Center ~-: the ·Americas. Scott , Silver-· · elections. S.ince then the 
Discussion _of feelings on ,homosexuality .fro~m .- stone, a resident of Richa-rdsoit Satidinista-s• have promised 
vantage of gay.lesbian and straight individua_ls. ~I_I ;' , House, -the political interest •. elections on November "4. bu't-
welcome. Jµesday, April 24. Senate/ Mernma.sk ·mini,.-dorm, " invited the they will not.be free elections," 
Rclom. · Memonal U 1110n. l:I p.m. · · · k · UN H M I ·ct 
. DREAMSCAPFS - DANCE J'>ERFORM - , spea ers to . ' anta van sai · 
ANCE: _Sponsored by Theater and ., Montalvan began the ,. :'They do whatever• t-hey,, 
· 0 · · E I · · presentation by expl~ining"the want. Eve11 •if . there· were Communi·ca/ions 1 Dance Senior,: ro_1ect. xp _orc_s :-- , 
throngh dance dreams ancl the un,consc1ous. . background of the Nicaragua_n elections it is not worth it for 
Fourteen dancrrs nerforming inclt!din,g situation. . the o{:fpollents fo run." 
- chor~ographcr · Cn.i.heri 'ne Amsd'en. Tuesda~. . In ·August 1978 the first_ Montalvan accused ·· th-e 
April 24-;;ind Wedne_sdi1y. April 25. DaAcc Stud!.°'• ! guerilla insurgenee began. Sand1nista's of attempting to 
New Hampshire Hall. 7:)0 to ~:JO p.m. donati.on:s : - · ln June of 1979 the guerillas take over Cfntral American 
appreciated. - . •- ·. _ launched· another offensjve. . and spread Marxism. 
THE NEXl s1:fp .. METHODOLOGY IT\ a~d the Organization of . "The(theSandinistas)havea 
WOMEN'S ORAL HISTORY: s_·ponsoccd 6·,_, . · 
Humanities Department. Talk b) Professor Sus.,111 American States (OAS) called huge army and ·they plan to 
· · d for Dictator Anastasio· take over other countries Armitage. Director of Women Studies an 
Associ~1teProfcssorofHistory.WashingtonStatc . Somoza's . resignation, a because they have. a sm~rll 
- University. \\{£rlaesihtJ ~; \April ,25. · Room 1.:11 ~, d~mocratic government, and country -and many people." he 
Hamilton Smith. 4:JO p.m. .; free elections. . said. / · 
TENTH ANNUAL COUNSELING CON -- T·he current Sa_ndinis_,ta Baldizon s.aid that the 
FER.ENCE: Sponsmcd by UNH -Ccnrnselii1g·' government overthre·w Sa-ndin,isfas have caused 
Graduate Students. Keynote address by Du_!.!alcl ~ Somoza on July 14. 1979. 
Arbuckle. Workshops will cover a wide range oF : ·'Since then things h~ye 
.cur:renUssues,includ1ng £.=Ol!nsc;tor .1,ccnsure·. ISSl!cGS:: 
·· )wn:riViJ>lC,- it:1ces/, .ea,!infdisrn:aei"~:, ari'~·ah'~r~,l_tiye, '.: . 
. fan{ilic/ Fi·icf,1f;0 M',1:/4 :' E;llictf1\lthWni:C\:'i'itt'i':'R'~3'0~ .'-
a.m. to 4;.30 p.m. For registration infn:•:m,Jtior~.q!~lh 
8,62-IJJO. .. 
~ ~ ~ 
AMERICA,. page 10 
.;-.:=:t_ ~ ~ ~t ~ -~:~ 
Happy IJirthday Ola 
,"'·' ' ,- , ;J . ~-: '> 
'ti: :' -:·:; . 
: ' .:::}· })){{:. :-:/:::: .. 
"',, 
1 our/ Pi~has in smith!! {t 
'0~ 
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The World Premfere -:.of -
BtACI(RAIN 
by David J. Magidson 
directed by John .Edwa'~ds 
Johnson theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
University of New Hampshire 
Durham -
April 25- 28 at 8 p.m .. 
April 26 at 2 p.m. 
Previews: April 23 and 24 at 8· p.m. 
General: $4 
UNH students/employees/alumni; 
Senior citizens: $3 
Previews: $1 . 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package with 
New England Center Restaurant _ 
1-'fari~e .·•·prO;gritlll 
recJh:es ti\varas· . 
We atThe New >H~~~~![,' 
~\ 
· Hampshfr~ ··would 
. lik·e to thank~-'\ Businesses, clubs, organizati•oos 
Many styles available 
By Kate Adams "· ~ enter.She also bro,.ughrpeoplc 
Five m-e,mbers qf the aged thrce .to8J-to the b..~ach a?f 
Universi.t,, · marine docent part .of .... .the- , Rocky · Shore 
all thosestudents 
-~and f acuity ~ho . 
' No ~Hd~r to9 smaii_: :_ 
·L~~g sle~ve T-shirts 
wh~ .sleeve.prinHng, pr(?g~am -~ receiv_ed ~~a.r.9.~ Prngram. . . . 
recently tor _ the.1,i:: ~volun_teer Edna HeidganL also with ·the 
efforts a~nd "-- lc;yalty _to _the program fot· five years and a 
program.~ -begµn in 1977. '"silver oyster" · winner . . was 
gave bloCJ.d .this . 
week.· ' Peter C Greider 
'-603-4_31 -8319 
.- ~ . 
· : ; 31. 3.:1. • Lc:1yfa.v,,ette R9ad · "' :. 
· ·The docent program is a honored for her trips with ol.der _.,.. 
community volunteei: . grou:p kids and adults to the Ragged 
made up .9f'people int_erested in Neck Shore for nature·stud~1• 
"_marine life. oceanography. · :Ed Howe . . one of the first 
coastal· . . issues. commer.ciaJ original eight deccnts in 1977 
fish(ng , a ·n:d 1:_1qu_a culture, and third winner -of the "silver 
according to· Brenda Joziatis, oyster" award. oriented _ his 
who works in the UN H Marine program towards .the study· of 
Program_. . . \ . s.almon. 
This was the · first ~~ear , A $50 scholarship award 
:;i.wa·rds were ·presented . Jc,7iatis went to Tracv Greenwood. 
said, . . mother and librarian. who gave 
The-. new, awards were -tide pooling tours for -school 
financed from a memorial fund children on the coastal._ · 
designed - to l-1qnnr. de~~ased Persis ·Plaisted, another 
decents. ·. . scholarship winner and five-
- The volunteers participat~d year . participant is C the 
in a 10-12 week training period "main-stay of _t.he nature 
in which they con~entrate on center", accord!ng to Meeker, 
their areas of specific interest. who said Plaisted helped with 
she said. t h e a d· ni i n i s t ra t i o n a n d 
She cited examples of past planning of the programs. · 
. - _•:."' Portsmouth, NH 03824 
Ton 
participants who -have spok_en Keynote speaker for the 
at public _schools while others awards ceremony was Dr: . D. 
have taken children and adults Allan Waterfield. chairman of 
to the ocean to learn- more the Fiscal University . 
about marine ands coastal life. Education Department. He 
Tickets availa 
~t the MUB 
or at t . 
'· Irene Garland of Ports- discussed the background , of 
mouth . . winner of one _of the the New -England ,Hyperbanz 
oyster-shaped silverstick pins. · Chamber. the decompression 
has been involved with . the unit used to treat diving 
_program for five years.. accident victims. The new unit . 
accordi-ng to Sharon Meeker 0f · was used for the first time that 
the Sea Grant Marine Advis-ory . day and is located at Putnam 
Nearly .5q, .ye~s~_,af..t.e.r 
NAPOLEON-VU PAR ABEL 
it's first New Hampshire s 
Abel Gance· conceived P-rogra_m. Garland conducted a Hall as part of tl)e UNH • 
Girl -Scout - program -and · Marine Program. 
worked as a guide at a nature .:· · -· · 
• - ... • • •• • , • ~. f ~-' -· , __ 
Be a: Co~~uter Advisor 
P·osition: - Advisor to new transfer . ·students 
. -(September 1984) to provide support and 
disseminate information concerning campus/ com-
muteractivities, ·programs and service-sin an attempt 
-to facilitate a SQl·oother transition to comm"uter life at 
UNH. 
R~quirements: Commuter Status and a desire to 
participate i-rianew program and meet and help other -
commuters. 
Time Committment:- About 5 hours p~r month 
durtng -first semester including initial training_ 
sessions and supervision .. 
Salary: Stipend· of $50 for a semester. 
., A.pp}ication~ . Available: , Commuter/Transfer 
Center, MUB, 136. 
Deadlines for Applications:-Monday, April 30, 1984. 
For more information cont~ct L_inda Tibbetts . at ·the 
Commuter /Tr_cmsfe_r Center, Room 136, MUS, 862-361 ~-
• .••••• • ·• -• • .•••••• - · ■ ...... • -• -•. •·•. · ·•·•. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • .• , ■ . 
•• :<~ • . · .. ,:, f""'t\.,,,,_··.~- '"·~, ... :,,. ! .. · ••• 
■ • " '(ll1<.f:1 = • ■ 
•:•: LIVE FREE : -:■ 
•••• ✓ ~01 ·.· .·.• • • • • •• _. · JU_GBLE ·. ••· • • • •• .. ,• .. • • • • ■ . · • The UNH Juggling Club is happy to announce its second • ■ 
■ • annual "LIVE.FREE OR JUGGLE" CONVENTION. Please • ■ 
■ • Join us Saturday. April 28th. in Snively Arena on-the UNH • ■ 
■ • campus. Doors open at 8:00 a.m. and will closf1 at 11 :00 - • ■ 
■ • p.m. Workshops will be given throughout the day and • ■ 
■ • / ilgglers and nonjugglers are encouraged to attend. • ■ 
■ . • For information please call (603} 749-9511. We hope to ii ■ 
■ • see you there/- • ·. ■ • • • • • • • • • r ·• ... , .. • • • • • • • • • Ii • • • . . ·-. ~ .-. . . • • • • . . •' .• • • • • • • • • • • • ••-• · CONVENTION ·• •• 
••• · 1984 .• •• • • • • ·•. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .;. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " - . . 
■ ;■ • ■ . • .. • II ,■ ■ ■ • • • • ■ • ■ ■ .. . •· ·-.... ·• ........ . .......•.. ~- - .. . 
• ;.,_ ;. .... , -~, • ' ' f - • • 
. By Hank Soule . , - _Sp.an is h :a r,i. ~ u ~CI as_s i·c.s_ . preseflt:.:d-ay.,,, J'urk~y arourid , Held has translate,d 132,000 along the way by Egyptian~ 
_If he had _r~alize9 the amount . department., sp_o~e ab?µt _his 34 . 1-~00 . 13.~- The _ .wFi-ti-ng§,_};1,fe· H ittitc words and learned to who didn't want _an outsider," 
of work dec1phenng the long, year obsession with the ·. preserved on ,claytablets which r.e~d JS languages. He said in 1-:Jel_d said. -: .. . 
dead - language of ,. an_ a-n.c-ienL -, cuneiform scrawls---of~-t,b§1:Hittite. - ·were discovered in the Hittite five '"year-s .h~ .. will _have Held catalqgs his findings o!1 
Turkish race, War;1·en-~:]11-J::e;Tct ·~-languag~.~., j_ ., ·:" ff-.r,·;, . -··. i·o~·aL p4Jace sitm~ted 90 miks · t r,1 n s 1:-i ted aH ftie._ ·Jjub.lisbect .. the Computer Departments 
says he w9t1ld never have .b~gun_ · "'It's a"'"lifc:s wor~." He-Id said. · east of AI)kara, Turke~- - Most -~_9_rks in Hittite·: , but add;J'"· BEC-IO s~1stem. He cire~ his · 
the p'roject. · ·· ·,_ ·· · ..___, Hittite was a· lang_l!_age used are now preserved in an .East .the East Gei·m[in Governri1cnt major pr'6blems - as · memory 
_ ..:.tl~_l.<;L __ chairman _ gf__t he . by'_ the. ~ esian .. people .. ~~ _ Berlin museum except for some withholds many tablets. capacity and · the : cont'i'n'b'O'l,IS -•-.c. ·~ 
- . - . 7t -"i . · .in the possession of"the natives Held said tbe Hittite writings updating of computer system~.- . 
f't'fl'1'7t\';l" ?-11' 'f ·ff ''lf-,..~'1'\ -;t.~ Hf "l'ttH'\> 1- ·1t ·ir 1-t"l' :r-f w.ho know that kooky inc;ludc· treaties, pra~,ers. · "My origi~al -program was 
r-r 't,,,.: ! •• ,.'t ~"I' If rr.'f .'" ... :r _f~_ ~ 1 ~t tr rt,.;f I"_ :r ri'f 'f,,_ ,.,._ 'I' _f, t ""f/1' · · American professors wi!l pay witchcraft and sorcery, and worked out on ,in I BM," Held 
:~ - ~. STUDENr.s _WANTED for .·. ' -- . J __ 'I' '?~_s of money for them," Held . official ' letters . . said. - "Then the Comput~r 
,. . - ~ .. .,.,.. said. - · ··When King Tl.it died in his · t:?epart-menC changed over to 
!: FRESHMAN .ORIJ;NTATION ACADEMI..,C rr Hdd b0came · interested '.in .early teens, his »1idow sent the rhe DEC-10, -so I had to le,irn · 
''I' ADV1SING '~ 7' ...- the language as an undergrad-,:. H i_ttite king a letter asking for a that systsm. That took wcek~to 
f'' . - . , - - t uate student at Princeton wnen ·son ,to. ·' marry:~· Held said, I}l~ster. Now they're t~tl~mg 
r,~·-,;,,., r- ..,T,-z_ _; ~ "I" 1r ,:· :1 II' T1t ~ ,.1' ; .;> ~f 1' ~ ~ ;~ ~\.rt i 1t~;,,.7; l ·· he wa tc.h ed , one _ of his- desGribing_one example. · about changing over again 111 a 
~ "' _- , T'\' ' t -'"'·If ""' h _.,,. .. ~ - · · - - · · ,. professors rea'ci Hittite text_ The king, suspicious, sent an few years~ so I'll have to learn 
! 6 Liberal·· -Ar.ts"'~' students~ .; junicfrs and/ o_r :: upside ·down. ., - _ ~official to Egypt · to check on _anqther sys_tcm." 
• . . - - · • t ·•Hit_titc is ~ problematic · her story, which prbved to be _ Hetd·s difficulties are 
· -Bemo rs, wit~ a GP A of 2. 7 ot greater, to work · r language and it was a relatively valid : '"So the king sent off one multiplied by the complexity of 
~ with the · College of Liberal Arts . Academic ! n_ew field," he said. Since then, ,. of his princes, but he was killed the language. - Hittite writings 
~ A_" dvising Cent-er from __ J u_·_ne. 4,. 1984 t_hrough Jun:e _ir-: - - - · -- - are interspersed with up to 1{ine 
" , 9ther )~rig_uages; according to 
2~, !984., Prirnari :;
0
resportsibilities' include J Held. In addition, Hittite 
· f t d · · h I · f · r grammatical construction is ' a_ss1s mg ·new s u ents 1_n" t . e .se echo~ o their ;, · unlike tha-t of English. For 
, (1rst se01ester courses·:, and diss·eminating ft instance, the Hittite translation · 
academic . _information to . individuals and · to . . 'f for ·~Troy" is .''Taruisa ". -
smal_l gro_,·u_· ps. ;J>~vment will be $300.00 . . There ·_; ' Hcldispresctitlyrnmpilinga 
.> 'r q_s)()k on .Hittite grammar in 
will be train.ing sessions, a'nd some, evening work ~1' · ··4vuilBL~·LJGHT-DININGRot1M : CODjimction with a professor at 
I wip ,be required. t'.t. - -•. (; ;' ":.;:. ~f·.. , - _ • .,. Penn State. 
r ~pplications ar{ tf~il~f?Jf ~'.- ,.~li~~:,ColJeg~ o(; J- York Beach, Maine~ -
,,. Liqeral Arts Academic •,, Advising _:_ Ce.nter,, 1r · · 
-~ Murkland Ha_ll #ll L To applf,'" -riturh . the r 
_·., completed appljcation to the Academic Advising 
{ Center oy April 30th·: . . -
/ ,,. . - -
~ t~· ~~ "F i_;r~-d'--'!' ~,.. 'lfiT T~ ·-;_ ~~1-f f ;,;~ 'l'\TifJ•~-,;r;~ 1 ; 
~t f',..,..,. .. ~ .. tr,,. yt :it .Tr f'f,r '11' 7'?f!' .,,.,, ,-'tt' "'- T-r 'f'f,-11:'l t1't l~l"~f., t ,,,,. ~t f 
• 'tr lfi I ·1 ft "f' . 'I' '!O "f f" lit If> ,t'f; 'If' ii<' ?f. ,,,r. ,t1 ft. ., __ 'If:_ ! T ' -~• _ .,. 
a· . • .:..,- -
-~ , 3J :1 · 
ti(J s /": .. .;_ ' ... ; ..,~:_ . 
:,ESTA . ·. 
' Fr1diiy,--~A.-prir 2_7, 1984 
· Smith Hall - Front Lawn· 













- · FEATURING: 
BREAKDANClN'G 
'"The f;u11k fiffects" 
DANCING 
Mll.SIC 
.NOW SOUND~ EXPRESS 
· DO'A, 
featuring 
_ Randy Armstrong 
and Ken LaRoche 
·"U:NH ba11_~e Theater Cor/ipa,~y'' · ClUNESE ERHU 







- _ FLOWERS Brazil 
S. Africa 
,Semester al Jiea 
IMPmns, EXHIBITS, BOOTHS 
. > ANb 
l\ft;cfl l\toilE! 
WATCH THENEWHAMPSHIRE FOR SCHEDULE . 
Sponsored and funded by PFO 
International F~estival Coalition 
,. S~i;h· Ha·l·f'_ 
New England .Foundt;ttion · 
for the Arts 
With support from the 
.,_ · :· Internat ional · · 
,~:tud~nt.~ -61licc 
· Applications being accepted 
for summer season 
Cooks, General Kitchen Help, 
~a-r Tender .(Service ·· :sar} 
· Think-Spring . 
. kiss , a ·.robin. 
Call 7tl:~::-56 l 8 after 5 p.m:-· 
_ .. 
EXPOSE YO_U·R_SELF-
muso PHOTO SCHOOL 
+ms extended the deadline & 
is accepting prints now 
through' Apcil 24th for the 
. Phot_ography Show 
. April 26th & 2ith 
-~ SPRING. SHOW. 
c.e~-----;_--~---:-7 -
-a:< - J 
~~ l 
- . Q__ '(\1-e_ s_ In Two Catflgories , II 
-( -Black & White 
" I - -Co !or · I 
·I 1 s( prize- t · · 
I / 2nd prize - I 
I 3rd prize 1-
t. Honorable mention ·I 
I I 
· I --prinrs no larger than 16"x 20" - I 
I mats no smaller than 8"x 1 O" ' I 
-I - Limit 5 prints per person -
I - . . - - _. '• I -~---------------------~ 
- For more info. call -
MUSO at 862-1485-
Ask for 
Chuck Huckins or Don Eva 
----------CO·OL-AID--..------......- -----C~NOJDATE---
-(continqed fro'm page 2) :;, · '~ 
{ 
. ·'. ';· ·.· .• -~~ ... ..i;.I, ·--; , 
-- tcontiri.iled-,f ~mn pa.ge~,IJ -
alcoholism, and trying to create a drop-in center · 
next year for peoplewho would 
rather talk to someone in 
The office is equipped with person. 
books, files, · and phone -. Cool-Aid also · offers a 
numbers for references. - telephone ta,g_~ line ' with 'six-
depression. 
sexuality-~ 
The students . are there to ,IJl;inuteJ'fapes covering subjects 
help people , but~ tbef, •a're not. / from anxiety to timi~g · 
. tense ~ra,O,tlUl doing their job. problems in ~ale sexuality to 
Between calls; _ conversatio·ns death and dymg. 
start about summer , ·and · · · -
scho'olwork. The students are Pu gJ i es e is a sen 1 or 
very easy going, but the second ·Engineering major looking for 
the phone ri-ngs; everything else . something to do that is not -
is forgotten and the caller gets technical.· 
total attention. : · "'I'm involved with CQol-Aid 
The students ·who work for 
Cool-Aid ,want to reach more · 
people." A lot of students don't 
kno~· a'bout ·ua or hove the . 
wrong impression," Pugliese 
said. "Most students s~em to 
think they ha.ve to have ·a gun· 
pointed to their heads to call." 
Pugliese ~aid, Cool-Aid is'. 
because I hav·e an interest in 
heiping people," he said. 
Lisa Frost, a junior 
psychology major, . said, "!t. 
make:-. me fed 2;l11::Jil. I llave tllc 
belief that .if you help one 
person it is · worth it." . 
Lisa .said -she hasn't received 
any caU-s that .were too · dras'iic 
but others ha·ve.. ... - · ·. ·. 
r------:--:----"7_~---~ 
' 0"-11= r=Llf:it1T UV 4 
• • f Men's & Women's Natural FiberUsed.C'l(lthing I 
I Nostalgia Clothing - Victorian thru the 50\.. . I 
:I -- ... ,; ~,, Jewelry ·-Gifts - 'Accessories · •t 
I . I 
I 121 Water St. Exeter - Mon. thru Sat. 10:30:..5 , I 
I _ _ 778-8677 Jt . _ f 
-~-~-~~~~----~ ... ~~~~-~~ -~~7.! · 
Resumes · Pr.epared. 
"I mostly get calls · from 
studepts who want help dealing 
-with the seme~ter," Frost '.saicl. 
"Or pfople :loolting for a ·place 
to· stay over night or with 
sexual proble'ins." . 
. "A )9t , of pe.ople just' need. 
someorie to talk to," she said. 
Frost said the amount of 
-- calls vary;. The center · receives 
. more calls aro:und finals and ;· 
holidays.· ' · · 
· The phone rings. Frost looks 
up _ from her homework, 
quickly answers t~e. phone and 
says "Hi, Cool-Aid. Lisa 
speaking." 
As Rob and Lisa said, "Cool-
Aid is like a friend for the 
· n;10me'nt." · 
Haaland, and the · president's · members wiil be held trom J:30 
staff. _ until 5:30, on Tuesday in the . 
, However', reception for· 1-940 Room of the · Alumni · 
a I um n i ·" a'rid ·; cdrri m u·n i.t y Center>--, ·· 
. :ummer,. u -et . _ 




- --, •Pan.elect hasemenr-~ 
with Bar 
•Screened Porch · - •Ampie Parking 
~Hu.fie-- Yard . . •Kari-V~n stops 111 ftont 
_ $500_ per month 
Call 742-7150 or2~1323 during the day 
· Ask ti r ed -
_ CANYOUR 
, () 
Your speakers, more than any.other - speakers, or does it seem to come from 
the enclosures themselves? · · component, determine the quality bf 
sound you hea·r from ym.1r stereo system. 
Take this simple test to find out if you' re If your system passed th~~~~. you prob-,'._ 
heari_ng the _most lifelik~ sound possfble~ - -· • ably qwr:rBQ$e~""Dir.ect/Reflecting® 
- -- , speakers. Designed to.overcome the f.,..QUickl½~·E-.r~f e/;s.ion~lly . -· ._ . . '-.- ; . ' f.. . ·"' . .,, , · , ': 1 Ste~eo Sound Througli~ut· The Listeni~g. ·. "-•· · ~ :~ limitatio~§ of c9nv~nti_onal, forward-
Environment · . · , · . -- · · ·radiatin·g systems, Bose speakers repro- :. 
25 Cop_ies · _ 
25 Envelopes· 




5~ MainSt .. Durham.N_H 038~ 
Open 5' _Days M-F 10~6 
868-1025 
$1 a chance to win. a weekend trip to ... 
????? 
Atlantic City? Washington n~,e.?_ Miami? 
· B,er01uda? Who kn·ows?! ! 
. Bring a suit~ase April 26th nt 8:.30 
to Huhha~d Hall Rec. Room, 
and Dance to Club 109 D.J.'s 
~~all night long". 
-,Joor ,,,.iz,,.~ n/.~o girl'l1-
1 . . . . 
Sponsored by Area I I Prog. Board. 
- Tickets from Area I I Reps. 
Walk around your: listening room. Can · . duce the spacious, natural sound you . · 
you hear stereo everywhere you walk, or actually hear during a live. performance . _. 
only between the two speakers? . ·- _: :1;~, Puq3p~y.@!fec!(R~fle9~ -~ .. :~ ~~·~,,.~: ~~1~ 
:, : ;.tbe testtrfyt>urt~o~rn •• ~pJartment, or : . 
· . home.~@aJlfy'our: stu'taent representative 2 Even Sound Distribution listen to a particular instrument on 
any given recording. Does the volume 
level of the instrument remain constant 
. _ as you move throughout the room, or 
· does it seem to fade in and out? 
3 Lifelike $paciousness . · :" Close your eyes. Does the.sound you 
hear appear to fill the space around the 
• Available only at selected coUegesand universities. . 
Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending 
©Co~right 1984 Bose Corporation: All rights r~ed. 
· and ask abouftHE? fte~ 24-hour evalua-· 
tion avai!abletbrou.gh the Bose Univer-
. ": sity_ Program.* -
Jeff Coleni~n 
University of N~ Hampshire 
Student Representative 
868-9749 . -
Bose Corporation, The Mountain, Framingha·m, MA 01701 
BOSE~ 




·t.~1'-~-.-.~~:. .,,..~--·~~--~• ~~-~-: r; ~:-~:-: •--c ~~ =~--cr.w-... 1!:~ ... ,..~Jl'".~.--'J'=~.c~~ __.- _·: ·. :t~~~~~~~;---.;s.;w~r-n~~ll"'!l",:~Wm~W~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~;:*1D.~◄ 
. . . . . -~.;;t,.J. 
PAG,E TEN , . _ ,· . 
-- . -- . V , 1 t - - .- ~ 1 \ ..,. 
DRS. Allf & MENARD 
-oPTOM£rR1S TS 
• Eye examinat.ions 
· •.Permalens extended wear lenses 
•Polycon gas permeable lenses . 
•Vuarnet and Ray Ban Sunglasses 
•Complete _ Eyeglass ~ervice 
ffi 






Thurs. Fri. 9-5 . 
476 Central Ave. 
Dover, NH 
742-5719 
D over Hours 
Mon. Thurs . F·i1. 9-·5 
Tues . 9 -6 
Wecl . Silt. 9 -1 2 
Think ·SPRING! 
. ' -·-· -"' - . - -.-
NH .outing. Club E·ve~ts 
•·- --
26 April 6:30 PM Banquet at Simpson's Pavillion 
27-29 April · Presidential Backpacking Trip 
30 April 7 PM Slideshow Ascent of Mt. Everest 
Granite State Room 
5 and 6 May Whitewater Canoe Training 
Day Trips 
Sign up and more in~~- in Rm. 124 MUB 
_./ 
---------· ELECTION-----------
himself to any other immediate 
actions. 
"Jamie . ( Rock) and Roy 
( Lenardson) . s1ill have -two 
weeks of administration." 
Davis said. "I plan on working 
with them ori a _ smooth 
transition ." 
<continued from page 1·) 
any Senate e·xperience . 
"There ·is so much to learn." 
she said. "I hope he will be 
spending the entire summer 
karning the jo~." 
Rock said she was 
disappointed neither Davis or 
Fauske attended any Student 
Senate sessions during_ their 
Outgoing ·µresident Jamie · campaigns. · 
Rock would not comment _ 
directly · on Davis' victory . "I think they lost a lot of 
except to say. "I assume John future Senate support by not 
wilf have · a different style of - _doing that," she said. 
leadership, :. I have confidence The issue of candidate 
he will do a good~ob." she said. - ~xperience wa~ hot I~/ delJated 
- · m the - latter part of the 
Rock said. however. she was 
concerned because Davis has 
not been in the Senate for a 
ye,ar. ~nd Eynon has not had 
campaign. 
Referringto an open letter to. 
the student body challenging 
Davis' exne-ri e n cc . and similar .. 
advertisements placed in The 
New Hamshire by Fauske and 
Landrigan, Davis said ·he was 
unhappy with the way the 
campaign was run . 
··1t·s sad to see that type of · 
campaigning taking place," · 
Davis saicl. '"It may have 
worked for us. once . people 
chec-ked _ up and found it (the 
experience) was true." . 
Fauske and Landrigan 
defended their · statements, 
however.. · · 
... It wasn 1t muckraking. it was 
the_ truth and we are sorry he 
(Davis) can't live with the 
truth." Fauske said. "Sooner or 
_later it will catch up with him ... 
- - --- -------AMERI°CA--~----
trouble for the Costa Rica 
government. "A few months 
after their revolution ,our 
problems started." 
Because Costa Rica has no 
< conti~~!.c!}rom page 6) 
army the Sandinistas have been 
slipping · across the border. 
··They have no respect for the 
Costa Rican sovereignt}'· 
------ Position Auallable tor male --111111 
at -Farrlnaton's Hotel _ 
WORD SEARCH ANSWERS 
S . H O S ''------";__,,_;_--'--~ 
H O C 
'O I V 






in Center Lovell, ME. For summer work:, . 
-!~!Sa-~; T U 
I L 
N T 
An excellent opportunity for• Hotel /1(/ajots 
For .more info contact Lanie Warren 2-1589 
Come one, Come all to the 3rd-Annual -- i~t l f~r ,.--.-
~ ~ ~'~!fj, 
UNH Student -Tal~nt S_how 
Friday & Saturday, ,Apfil 2~ & 28 . 
IN THE .MUB Pue· 
Doors open at 8:00 pm - _Admission is SOC -
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED. 
Discover· all the hidden 
talents of your fello"\V 
- UNH. students -.· ~ 
A· guaranteed good ti1ne! 
Sponsored by MUSO. SCOPE. THE MUB PUB. 
~The Office of Student Activities in · 
conjuQction with Theta Chi fraternity and _ 
The Third Annual Student Talent Show 
Applications still available in Ro~m 126 of the MUB 
G A 
- ' 
-. ---·---- ---~ 
. ) .-J~-:t,__~ : .:·-~•-::---
1 ..... .f!;:_-
~ . . · . ·. p 
0 ~ El.Gato· (;~ 
/,y El Gato Parncomer 
y de~pues no. iniporta 
NEW L\JNCHEON. SPE-ClAL 
Yo_u',11 have a hard t-ime .getting _ 
your mouth around this one. 
LARGE HOT HAM & CHEESE 
SERVED ONA BULKIE · 
Special introductory price 
$2.00 
also ·. 
Mexican Stvle Chef's Salad 
Have your salad and eat the bowl too! . 
$2.00 
, Mon-Fri: 11 :30-2:00 Main St. Durham 868-969 I 
M~f1; , '_,. _,,.-i ,:.//\ ,·/,1,{]\f; : ; _:. ~,,,-;;_::i·i;-, .,,-; ·,fi''l .:j~ .1"1· 
TH.E NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 1984 . 
This anonymous dog took a chance to sharpen his teeth-on a · 
helpless stick yesterdaJ.(Heidi Witty photo) 
- Absolutely 
LAST CHANCE! 
to be a UN H "TutOr Counselor" 
with UPWARD. BOUND. 
- Work with ~igh sc;:hooJ students. 
Residential, June 14-August 15. 
- $1500 plus room & board. 
- Must be on Work-Study. 
Call 862-1562,now. (Rubinson House) _ 
Deadline-Frida_r. April 20th 
... 
===-----_- ~COUNSELORS ~=-------MEN· & WOMEN 
Age 19:.preferred 
-
:::::::::::==111 .... ---------- also - -- ----------• 
COOKS,RNS 
==----,..._ CERT AQUATIC STAFF------
NUTRITIONISTS 
=====1111-----Rustice New Jersey residential------
Summer camp. Disadvantaged 
====11------- childreo, interracial. -------i• 
2 week staff tfainjng ==~------. TRAIL BLAZER CAM PS ----• 
212-505-9007 -
Rm. 730, 225 Park Ave So, ·NY, NY 10003 
Fo·ra Fine 
Breakfast Buff et 
All you can eat 
~aturday -9:00 ·am -1:00 pm 
Easter 8:00 am -10:45 am 
Sunday 
Saturday $3. 95 
Sunday $4.50 
Lower Square Downtown Dover 
749-3636 
The staff of:The New Hampshire 
,,,., . 
would like to -wish everyone 
a very happy Easter v.acation. 
_ . _ Department of the Arts _ 
Pre-Registration for Spring Semester 
Tltur:!jday, April 26, i 984 
Art Majors and Minors: 8:30-4:00 Art Department Office (PCAC A201) _ 
Non-Art Majors: 7:00-9:00 p.m. Senate/Merrimack Rm, MUB -
NOTE: STUDENTS DECLARING AN INTENT TO Ml°NOR IN THE ARTS WITH THE 
DEPARTM.ENT WILL BE ALLOWED PREFERENTIAL PRE-REGISTRATION WITH ART 
MAJORS . . 
Students _can only register for one person 
_Y (!U ··do not have to pre-register wi(h the A rt Department for courses listed under art history in the 
catalog. , . 
Pre-registration co,:,tinues throughout the semester in the A rt Office during regular working hours, 
. M_;_F 8:00-12:00, 1:00-4:30 
· Please direct _any question to the Art Department Office, 862-2190. 
, ' 
Students should note we offer the following minors: _ 
a. Minor in StudioArt 
(Five courses from all courses offered by the Department, two of these must be at the 500 level) 
b. Minor in A rt History 
(Five courses from all colirses·ofjered~by the Department, two of these must be at the 500 level) 
c. Minor in Architectural Studies 
(Five courses including Arts 432 Drawing I; Arts 455 Introduction to Architecture; two courses in ·. 
arcl,itectural history; one are elective} 
CONWAY HAS A 
NUMBER,NO 
·OTHER COPIER 
. COMPANY CAN BEAT: 
3.6 
That's how many" hours on the average it takes. us to 
complete a copier service call. Not response time. But 3.6 hours 
-from the time yve receive your call to completion.* 
Our skilled copier technicians are h1ghly trained and sensi-
tive to business needs. They know that copier downtime can be 
downright annoying, if not disastrous. With this kind of service 
and the kind of reliability built into our Royal and Savin copiers, 
you've got an unbeatable combination. _ 
And now you've got our numbeL Give us a call. 
--CALL CONMY FIRST-- -
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-572-1900-
•coNWAY 
-OFFICE·PAODUCTS INQ-
-28 Charron Ave.•Vantage Point•Nashua, N.H. 03063_ 
*Based on cpl! records between May 31 & Nov. 30, _ 1983. 
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·,Editorial 
Seabrook scam 
Seabroo_k is now closed. The closing is 
temporary, so they say. They have ·been trying 
- to get the other investors in Seabrook to pass 
the bin onto their rate payers. They say now 
that the cost to complete both units is less than 
what it was a month ago. They are Public 
Service Company of~ew Hampshire(PSNH). 
PSN H has done lit.tie to instill in the people of 
New England a fccl~ng of tru.st. In fact they, 
with their co-conspirators, 16 in all, will soon 
be faced with the decision to_ go on with the 
fiscally -unsound venture or to stop 
construction permanen~ly and take 'their loses. 
New England now be required to foot the bill 
for the imprudent management at Seabrook? 
The investors there want to take no 
responsibility for their act-ions, they want us to 
bail them out of a hole we had no say in 
digging. Electricity is. not.a luxury item and the 
England are being satisfactorily met by the 
· current means of producing energy. There is 
time to wait. - There is time to - consider 
alternatives to the Seabrook scam. Let the · 
unwise investors in . Seabrook suffer the -
consequences of mismanagement. But channel 
-the rest of the 6.9 or 9 billion dollars needed to · 
complete the projecf that we are expected to 
and going to oa:v, whether we like it or notinto 
inexpensive, small, manageable and renewable 
sources of electrical power. Hydroelectric 
power is, as the Canadians are proving to us m 
Quebec, a viable and Ie-ss costly alternative in 
- public utilities are give-n a virtual monopol); on 
its production so that we wilf have a constant 
and plentiful .supply. 
The future of the power plant is not the 
question of most significance now. The 
question )s~ Should the rate payers all over 
For PSNH to turn to New England and ask · 
the other five states to go along with the scam 
of passing the buck, ( or taking it away as the 
case may be) is wrong. How can they expect th~ 
people of Vermont, for example, to accept a 
rate increase when their state is presently an 
energy exporter? The current needs of New 
New England. PSNH and the other 15 
investors in Seabrook should not be allowed to 
drain the resources o_f the ha.rd working people 
: of New England. 
··Letters 
legal advice? , _ .. tfe -~(~nd - I_c_1_~1::uc_d_ against) that · blame for the people's sins . Today. 
Ed Welch .I illouise thought riialc / fcmak v however. this student has unjustly 
the cold upon a first mistake. 
The plot thickens. I spoke with 
Dean Kidder about the damage 
problem, and we agreed ·that the 
damage could. be reduced and that 
further action would be averted. 
Law suit 
To the Editor: 
Sophomore 
Plymouth State College 
Breakin 
differences in behavior were been burdened with the sins of 
cumpletefr sociological. (In fact. Residential Life itself. 
she termed biological differences - When I arrived here on 
"propaganda.") Now. she's altered exchange from San Diego State 
her stance·_ on the issue to ,state , . University in January. I kne;w that 
they're "largely due to sociological New England was a co~servative Plymouth State College, located 
in Cental New Hampshire, is an 
institution with a problem: some 
, '; f~ctors" (rn)· 'emphasis). I appla'll.d "~ fegion.) did . not know how far the 
· ' fo'ur' shifL Jillouise'. It represents a ; power brokers of UNH, includin'g i 
Now, the dorm damage 
decrea.ses substantially in the 
Sprin!h)u1t_ ,9,n~ .. ftentleman '.rom 
the sedJ!lO floor 1s seen breaking a 
39c: light · switch cover. The case_ is 
brought ·in front of the Judicial 
Board by Theresa Vecchio. In any 
other circumstance the case-would 
have been laughed out of the 
hearing. but instead the scapegoat 
is once again sacrificed. For What'? 
Yes folks. breaking a 39c: light 
switch cover. This man had no 
previous bad record or problems. 
This ruling body is reloGating .a 
Junior Administration major from 
his friends and home. of three years 
for a mistake that cost less than a 
Pepsi. · 
members of their administration To the Editor: 
seem to have.forgotten the law. Dean . and I walked around the 
Recently, while ma-ny . students . corner of Devine, headed fo_r my 
at · Plymouth ,' hea9eci sovrh'--"1o ' . car .. \f\ ,mom~nt later • a white 
spend their' · sp'fing ' 0 b1fr.ak..:. 0 ,iri ,'·· c'a'mpt.is police c'ar t-o'lled up beside 
Florida, one member ' ·6f ,_ the us. "where you :boys been?" asked 
administration decided to ·stay--in .: the ' po·lic'ewoman behind the 
town and search a stu.dent~s off- whee_!. At this point. Dean and I 
campus apartment. He . ,dtd __ so knew .we were busted. 
without a search warrant. being During Spring , Break we 
assisted by the landlord. During Cf>mn1itted a crime against the 
the search they suppose-dly Univeisity. I needed to get a 
recovered some "school property.~. bicycle wheel out of my room in 
consequently the st1,1dents were · Ra.ndall Hall. At 11 :00 a.m. we 
arrested when they returned . to ~ entered the do_rm through a 
school for "receiving stolen bathroom window, went up to my 
property." This administrator had room, got my wheel and left the 
absolutely no jurisdiction over off- building. When we walked toward · 
campus property, - nor does .any my car. 'to our dismay. we were 
landlord have the right to enter the surrounded · ·by three pol ice 
premises wit-hout permission of the cruisers. 
occu·pants, unless he needs to make They took us down to the station 
- emergency repairs. and charged us · with Criminal · 
Trespass. During this time we 
learned the rules · about entering 
Obviou_sli, this prominant 
adminstrator is too ingnorant to 
realize that b:,: entering an 
· apartment, he violated the Fourth 
-Amendment of the United States · 
constitution p_ertaining to illegal 
search and seizure_ On the other 
hand, maybe he knew it was 
illegal, but figured that ( he), being · 
a dean, could intimidate the 
students. If that didn't . work and 
they began challenging the ethics 
and legality of the situation, he 
could bring them "before the 
"Judiciary Board" and have them 
suspended from school. 
Unfortunately for the dean, 
they, unlike most stu_dents in the 
past, have not been i'ntimidated. 
, Instead they decided to fight back 
by hiring three lawyers to defend 
them against any further iilegal 
actions by the college. 
Since the appearance of the 
lawyers, -things have .been pretty 
quiet over at the administration 
building. I guess dealing with . 
someone who they can't intimidate 
( such as a lawyer), is an awfully 
scary thing for them- to do. 
Howev~r. what I think is really 
;Y"f]f_l' is: what "happened to all the 
students in the past who didn't seek 
dorms during vacations: While the 
school is on vacation the dorms are 
1 off limits to _all students. You do 
not rent · you-r room during 
vacation, it . beoomes University 
property and if you enter you are 
trespassing. · 
However, it is possible to legally 
gain ·access to your room. First. 
you must go_ to Pettee House and 
get a petition to enter the dorm. 
Next, you call campus police to get 
an official escort to :,-·our ·room. 
This process ma); take some time. 
but, it's much less time consuming 





To the Editor: 
It's not so much the defamation 
of my name I object to so much as 
the defamation of the issues. 
-Jillouise Breslauer clouds the 
issue by running off reels of 
statistics to cover up an important 
shift in her stance on male; female 
differences in behavior. It used to 
realistic approach to the issue. Dean of Students Bill Kidder and · 
The statisti-cs you toot. J illouise, · Head of Residential Life Carol 
are certainly shocking and. I Bishoff. would carry this 
believe, correct. However. I stand conventionalism. I see now that 
fast in my statement that _ I can they have gotten carried away,' 
easily prove incorrect your Faced with a fall semester dorm 
statement that'"the entire system is d-ainage problem. these cager 
agaif!st women ." It's simply not conserva,tives backed a Dean's 
true. I know. I am a part of the- W~rning letter. issued by Theresa: 
entire s~/stcm, and I do not oppress Vecchio, Head Resident Assistant _ 
women. I've never raped a woman , at Gibbs Hall. This letter of 
or offered a woman 59 cents for a censure was issued February 26th 
job I'd pay a man a dollar to do. I to only the twenty-four second 
do not consider raising children floor men's wing residents to 
"lower class work." ( In fact. if n1y blanket responsibility for all dorm 
life plan goes as scheduled,/'// be at damage to these men. As a matter 
home raising the children more of fact three residents who didn't 
th;rn my wife.) It's your use of even live on the second floor last 
absolutes I object to, .lillouise. Not semester were issued a warning. 
everyone is a ·stereotype. So. that leaves twenty-four 
As to Charle:,' Gagnon's scapegoats walking a fine line 
eloquent letter, he sure has a between living in a dorm 
mastery of the issues. You're great. comm unit\' or being tossed out in 
·1 would like to ask Residential 
Life if they can honestly value their 
ideals when they throw a student 
out of his home for breaking a 39c: 
lightswitcl1 cover'? If so. I hope that 
Residential Life" is comfortable 
with swallowing their pride by 
abusing another scapegoat. 
Mike Welden Charley. And at the risk of 
_enlarging the ranks · of those 
against me, it seems to me I 
remember something from my 
journalism classes about a 
newspaper's responsibility to edit 
defamatory . remarks about' the 
personal character of a private · 
citizen. I realize · The New 
Hainpshire changed stafT .very 
recently. but you ought to look 
into these things. You never know. 
Charley Gagn0n calling me a 
"moron" might even be co_nstrucd 
as character assi1ssination. 
rheNew Hampshire 
. Chet Patterscm 
· Resi Life 
To the Editor: 
· Scapegoats are running 
·rampant at Residential Life. Last 
week a student was evicted from 
Gibbs Hall. He didn't sexually 
assault a girl, insight a riot. or 
smash a $300.00 television, he 
simply, and mistakenly broke a 
_ 39c: light switch cover. 
Historically, a scapegoat was an 
animal set loose in the wilderness 
by ancient Jews on Yorn K.!ppur 
after symboliqllly . takipg. the 
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_University Forui;n 
Part two 
The UNH Judicial System 
In oiscussing the UNH Judicial ·System, it is 
important to remember that UN H's Judiciary is not 
a profess_ional criminal justice system. Rather it is 
••a participatory peer review system for 
adjudicating student disciplinary cases ."( Fuller v. 
. Handler, U.S. District Court, May 11.1982) • 
The basis of UN H 's Judiciary power is when 
"misconduct poses a clear and present threat to the 
University's interests as an academic 
community. "(Rights and Rules, sec. 13.1) As such, 
there are times when the jurisdiction of University 
and civil law overlap. When this occurs, it is 
necessary that the University "takes steps into 
protecting its own interests.:•( Rights and Rules, sec. 
13,12) Though the University has the right to protect 
its self-interests, it must still protect "the right of 
. ever)' sti.Jd.ent to due process."( Rights and Rules, 
sec. 13 .22) · 
The Due Process of law is a course of proceedings. 
at law that is c~rried out through agenc)1 rules. 
. When students arc participating in a Judicial Board 
hearing, they are still protected. by the rights of due 
process. ' 
The UN H Judicial System has a due process that 
includes written notification of the infraction 72 
hou·rs prior to a defendcnt's appearance, knowledge 
of the specific charges, the right of an appeal and a 
. specific order of the proceedings. All these 
specifications and others are dearly ·presented in 
the Rights and Rules, section 13.4 of the Caboodle. 
In the federal case of Fuller v. Handler the crucial 
• issue was that of Due Process. It was concluded in 
Fu/le! v. Handler that "the procedure, per se, used 
. by the defehdent:~University of New Hampshire,· 
. . - 11 ;,. concerning .both .. _the Judicial Board and · the--
Appeals Board ' is excellent.In ·addition, th~ Court ., 
finds that. those pro.cedures conform t-o ' 
constitutional requirements of Due Process. " 
Another j ne,':1,n ,s . oJ pr_~tect i ng _. _students' 
eonstitutiona~l .. gu~ra11tee· ot Dt1e :._P_rocess is the-
. Ga hrilowitz &~cis}on. Ba,sica,ll;'. , the d¢cision of the 
U.S. Court of ARpeaJ.s fo_r Jhe'. f}rst Circhlit states 
that a .student has a .- right to _an attorney during 
University proceedings when a student has been 
arrested and criminal charges are pen.ding. An 
attorney is present only to protect the student- · 
client's right at the· upc_oming criminal proceedings. 
In this way, a student is protected from having 
damaging te·stimoi:iy from a lJ niversity hearing 
being used against him in a criminal case. 
Though UN H's Judicial System has qn excellent 
bill of health for due process requirements, there 
are other areas of concern. One such area is the 
trade-off that exists between the individuality of 
specific cases and the consistency of punishments 
over a spectrum of different offenses. By t.iking into 
consideration the varigus mitigating circ.umstances 
·. of everf case, the UN H JudicTaT-System has -a 
ten·dency to Jfroduce a wide variety of punishments. 
including_ the ·combination of several for~s of 
punishment. While it is admitted!); fair that 
punishment should be given after consideration ot 
the individual circumstances, the result has been a 
tendency to , sometimes give approximately the 
same penalt)1 for both serious and not so serious 
uffc:n:-.c::5 . 
Another factor that · contributes to the 
· inconsistency of pu·ni~hments is that the Judicial 
Boa rd often ad heres to · the recommended 
punishments of the accuser. During the academic 
year of 1981-1982 there were 16 convictions of an 
alcohol violation, specifically, unauthorized keg's 
in a room. Of the 16 qses. 14 resulted in a sanction of 
disciplinary probation or disciplinary probation 
and an additional sanction . At -the same time 
violations such as harrassment, unauthorized 
removal of University _ property, damage to 
property and other more serious offenses received 
approximately the same punishment. Is this fair? It 
is only the good judgment of the Judical Board 
that can resolve this question . 
_r-r-The only straying <>f the 
Judicial Boa-rd is . a 
tendency f!,t tim,es to i,ieu, 
the def endent as · guilty 
until. proren innocent 
/. instead of the other way 
d. '' aroun . 
When considering the Judicial Board's good 
judgment, it is necessary to look at the possible · 
· · constraints on that judgment..: Both · the UN H 
Judicial System and Associate Dean of Students, 
· Bill Kidder, believe that "very seldom are the 
circumstances of each' violation the same." As such, 
it is believed that cases should be looked at on an . 
individual basis and the use of a precedent system is · 
unnecessary. · 
Some people, however, disagree. Bill Pandolph, 
a member of the UNH Judicial Board, commented · 
that "precedents should be available to the Board to 
ensure consistency and to aid in the interpretation 
of rules ." While.it is true that cases should be viewed 
on their own merits, it would improve . the 
jud_gments of the Board if precedents were 
available to use as both references and guides. 
Anot~e'. fa~tor tha:t constrains the judgment of 
the Jud1c1al Board 1s the vagueness of certain 
By Brian J. ·couturier 
sections -of t~e Rights and Rules. For example, the 
. sections that deal with sexual assualt and sexual 
harassment have a total of 8 words. Surely, an . 
offense as serious as sexual harassment and sexual 
assualt deserves more mention than it is given. 
After all. if the Rights and Rules does not properiy 
de-fine a certain offense . it will be up to the Judicial · 
Board to interpret what the particular statute 
entails. 
The Judicial Board, in itself, is composed .of a 
group of dedicated students, faculty and staff 
whose ethics are beyond que_stion. This group of 
individuals dedicate a large portion of their time, 
without any compensation·, to involve themselves 
with difficult disciplinary cases. Their actions are 
worthy only of admiration . , 
Perhaps the only straying of the Judicial Board, 
from my obs.ervations, is a tendency at times to view 
. the defendent as guilty until proven innocent 
instead of the other wa~, ar·ound . . Sometimes it is 
assumed, as it is at times with the criminal justice 
system, that if a defendent has gone· as far ·as 
receiving a trial or hearing, then he / she is probably _ 
guilty. Judicial • Board member Bill · Pandolph 
agreed that "'sometimes it seems that the advisor's 
role is to prove· innocence rather than the accusser 
to prove guilt." Dave Morgan, a Judicial Advisor 
and former Judicial Board member, commented 
that "it's hard to believe that students can sit back 
and be assumed guilty and do nothing about it." 
The brighe.st spot of UN H's Judicial System is in · 
the emergence of a gr.owing advisory system. An · 
increasing number of advisors within recent y~ars 
has improved the Judic-ial System by making 
students aware of both ,. their rights and · the 
procedures_ used within the s~istem. Judicial Board 
member Bill Paridolph stated that within "the last 
two , years, the increased use · of ad-visors has 
improved the system. As the advisor system grows, 
there will be more improvement:" 
Though the advisor system is helping students, 
the largest danger for a student in the Judicial 
System is his / her own ignorance. The largest . 
chance for an injustice to occur within the Judicial . ' 
System is when a student is unknowledgeable 
and / or confused about the workings of the system. 
It is truly a case of what you don't-know will hurt 
you. 
- It is in . the realm of providing and informing 
students of both their rights and the functioning of 
the iud1cial . System, where · most of the 
improvements of UNH's Judiciary need to ·be 
made. 
Brian"J. Couturier is the retiring Forum Editorfur · 
The New Hampshire: 
· What the International Center Is By Claudia Robinson 
"Where do you li-ve?" American members 'of the UNH communitv." In 
"tn Smith Hall.,.. other words.Americans are international too~ They 
"Oh, - teall)d ' I didn't know you come from are members of one nation that is part ofa world of 
another country. Where are you from'?" . many nations intera_cting with each other. That is 
This is a typical response I get from 99 percent of why the Center is called .. international"' rather than 
the people who find out that I live in Srnith H~ll, the ••foreign." -
new International Center. It reflects one of the · I he idea of an international center actuallv · 
biggest misconceptions that people seem to have e_merged over eight years ago. Before Smith Hall, 
here on campus about the International Center: one of the minis, _Richardson House, was the 
that it is only for foreign studehts. This is not true. International House. But it was very difficult to 
In fact, two thirds of the students living here are create any potentially effective programs pa rtly due 
actually American students and only one · third to ·its · obscure location that most students 
come from other countries. When I explain that complained about. And before that, Pettee House, 
Americans can live here too, the usual response is: presentl)1 the Residential Life building, served as 
"'but I'm not international." Again, this is not true . the International House. This place was very well 
If you take a closer look at the word liked, but the relocation became necessarv as 
'"international", you can see that it consists of two Residen_tial Life was moved into Pettee Hou:e. 
_major parts "inter" and ''national." "Inter" means The need for a more permanenf location with 
bet-ween, "national" means of' a nation. Put'the two adequate facitilities arose. With Smith Hall we 
words togethe~ and you get "betwe.en nations ." And hope to have found such a place which will serve as 
THAT basically describes the purpose of the the center for man;' exciting activities toward 
· Center: "to f urthe~ friendship, communication.and furthering the cross · cultural Jiving ,exp.erien_ce , in . 
.. Jl.nderstanding BETWEEN all foreign and UNH. · .. , /. · 
~\i , • ..,,,., /(/,'.•'t./VVV\t~Vl, V,t J-~iVlV,V'•• ~,v.v.~v.Vf')''jl\ < l . ·/V~•.•~•v.\: "'i"!\',\7 '/ ✓ (.!.V vvt, · j , l , , _ . ~ ~ 1 • 4 £,, 
Everyone is encouraged to part1c1pate in the 
programs and can express his interest simply by 
telling anyone else who is involved. If you want to . 
live here you must fil.l out an application form 
obtainable from either Residential Life or the hall 
director in Smith Hall. You will be interviewed and 
your acceptance to live in Smith is a privilege based 
on your commitment to the goal of the center and 
on an active personal involvement in international 
programs. 
As to the questions i-n the beginning, I do happen 
to come from elsewhere, from Munich, West 
Germany. We · also have students from five·, 
· continents and many countries including Sudan, 
Cyprus, India, Greece, South _Africa, Thailand, = 
Nepal, Venezuela, China, Norway and, of course, 
the United States of America living together to 
share their customs and culture a·nd to learn from ' · 
each other and promote understan~ing. 
Claudia Robinson is a Smith Hall International I 
>rej;iden"t.'· · ,,_. ·'-' · i· · · 
' • ~J { 
1' J l. i 4, A j ~..,J.' J. 1. J'" I I l .J l , l. I t i t J / ~ , ,. I • I; ~ • * , • ~ • • 
/ 
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May M~sic Fest 




May 5, Saturday, 6:00 p.m. 
Free Admission for UNH Student~ 
. present ID at .~he door 
-. J.,# •• 1 
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• Senior$ acting and writing plays spring 
By Consuelo Congreve 
Every Spring ·uNH Senior 
theatre majors get a taste of 
re~ponsibilities in the · real 
dr~ma world by writing- and 
performing one act plays as 
·part er the ·major\. ·require-
ments. 
Pamela Du rack, -who wrote 
and directed . her project 
"Scenes from the Old Curiosity 
Shop", adapted it from 
Dickens' novel by the same 
name. 
Scenes from - "The Old 
Curiosity Shop" had actors 
piaying multiple roles: · both 
male and female. They spoke 
with cockneS' and upperclass 
Br.itish accents, and each 
character had a walk and · 
stance peculiar to his 
personality. The characters 
described themselves with 
Dickens' characterizations as 
well as with dialogue. There 
were few props and the lighting 
(by Terry Beckett) was simple. 
The strength of the one act play 
· wa:s in the characterization. It wa~ a:m~zing that these three 
could .sum Dickens up neatly: 
· not an easy task. 
"The professors take a hands 
off approach. They are always 
there, . but they are not 
obtrusive," said senior Terry 
Beckett. Beckett wrote and is 
starring in "Asylum's Visitor" 
this Thursday and Frida)' at 2 
p.IJ1. ii:i Hennessy theatre. 
turn out that wa\'. Before the 
"Senior Prof e·c ts" c I ass, 
threatre majors take '·"Senior 
Selllinar", where they research 
the.ir projects. Reckett wrote "a 
very long paper," and read 
about 20-books on Tolstoy in 
this · class before · she wrote 
'"Asylum's Visitor." 
"Asylum's Visitor" is about 
the last month of Tolstoy's life 
_and the conflict, with his wife 
an9 ,son. His wife is-unhappy at 
the __ peasaf!t quality of · the 
former .. .Count's life, and' the~, 
;J_ 
argue over the son's writing 
career. ! olst?Y wants the bo~· 
to be hke him, and t~e wife 
wants him to be different. 
The grades the · seniors 
receive depend on their own 
and the a~dien~e's reaction to 
the plays Beckett said. "'To 
rewrite, I. need the audience's 
reaction, so we ask them 
· ,q~estions about the P.lay . in 
·handouts?• -
-ics.~~~ -~;~~\~~.~~ :,_.._ • --~~ ;...,. ~c.. ~' 
Beckett expects to continue 
writing even though . she has 
been ··mostly: a backs~age 
· person'' on UNH productions. 
According to Beckett, theatre 
majors ·become involved in afl . 
aspects of the theatre. 
Gloria Ge!lai, who will be 
doing her senior project next 
year, played six characters in 
Du rack's play. She and the rest 
of the cast have been rehearsing ~ 
for the last montb _and a half. · 
"'When you first start the 
projects~ they seem· like an 
awful lot of work,_" Gellai said, -
"But you - take ·everything 
you've · learned from the last 
four years and use it. The 
projects are something you can 
really take pride in :.." . :t--
There a-~e four senior one act ; . 
plays this year. · Two have • 
alr.:eady been performed, -but · 
Beckett's "'Asylu_m 's Visitor'; is 
bei'ng performed today at 2 
p:m. in Hennessy Theatre 
"Beethoven This Night" a 
project by Joel Porter directed 
,
1 by Carroll Tolman, will be 
~~- . ~eckett said the plays don't -_ 
· · hav~ iq~ he 9ne··actlH:rr-uscratt-~,~--
Scene froin "The · curiosity- Shop_,, .. with --R-oland -Goodbody- -..Pamela -Dura~k and .GJori - perfo:med May I ··and: 2 at 8 _ r ld . Gellai.(Heidi Whitty photo) . ' . - a ___ -p.m, -m-Henness.y. rheatre._ --,. ,--
vo . leT ,; •1!;1,:,'0jl _ -~  
s>wingi/ Witn 
l(Urt ~- R UsSell 
-
isney's 
By Consuelo Congreve Lockhart. The movie doesn't 
Swing Shift, starring Goldie d.elve far enough into her 
Hawn, Kurt Russell, Christine character to explain her 
Lahti, Fred Ward and Ed motivations. 
Harris. Directed bv Jonathan Russell has come a long way 
Demme. Written- bv Rob from the old Walt-I'.Yi's'ne5; 
Morton. A Warner Brothers movies he ·used to act in-. He 
presentation. Rated PG. creates a: carefree and att-ractive-
ln Swing Shift a WWII · LoGkhart, who is . sens1t1ve 
sai-lor's wife goes to work in a about being physically unfit for 
factory, _, meets a handsome _ the military in the patriotic.and 
foreman, and loses her marital war-happy 40s: His sensitivity · 
devotion. makes him_ one of the strongest 
· Goldie Hawn is cute as Kay · characters in the movie. · 
Walsh, .but the story of"'Rosie · walsh's co-worker and 
the Riveter grows up" has been neighbor, ·Hazel, played by 
told so -often it is common- Christine Lahti is another 
place. Huge. periods of time are strong character. Hazel was a 
glossed over, so Walsh's singer ina small California dive 
growth from a shy housewife to club. S-he uses her caustic 
foreman of the line of riveters wordlihess and experience to 
in an airplane factory is not help give Walsh a sense of self-
particularl~1 interesting. worth. She helps her friend 
Her romance with Lucky Walsh realize she is attractive 
Lockhart (Kurt Russell) is and encourages her to be more 
treated simifarly . . He keeps - self-assertive. Lahti has the 
asking her out for five months looks and acting skill to make 
and she keeps saying no. But the character believable. 
the night she says yes comes as Even though the characters 
a surprise. The movie does nof are realistic ·and sensitive, they 
go into how lonely she mus( do nothing remarkabk. Their 
have been to accept Lockhart's good times consist of going to 
advances. the beach or drinking beer at 
Walsh had no thoughts of · home. Their most unusual 
other men since marrying Jack · ac_tivity 'is frequenting a black 
( Ed Harris), her high school jazz club where Lockhart plays 
sweetheart. . Yet ~h~- -doesn't a bluesy trumpet. . 
seem overly ~oricernecl about Evervbody is h_appy in the ·· Goldie Hawn and K,urt Russell have an affair in new movie Swing Shjft 
b~ing _ µnfai-thfu·l with MQVIE,page16 . _ ... / - . _ . . 
_ '4~.,\..~i'J',jf,;t_~~:,. :•ifA~.-·.:•~;.~.Yi~~-,,,,'N';;.,•~*~t:.~~~;~~t:'.-♦~"'i.it~~~u~~•ffe.•:.','.~~~~:o)-~i~i~ .. 1,.,,,__ ... 2:.::;~ .. ~~;-,,.~'.i..~i,iti.~-~,~:;,•;J;.~:-i.t';a9i:~,.,~•A·li:.,\~~1ti,,,•-i--,:ii~'1,:1>_A,,_;~~~~~~.~.l,,;-,tit·~·'.~ii.~ft.'w'/i-i'{li~~.~.'.~i.♦tllit~l-.V. · 
.,, high(ights , Euro.pe ,fQr: 
By Rae .AnnJ!QJL · ,. 
The Whole- Europe Escape 
Manual U .K./ Irela·nd, 
'nonfiction by .Charles Levcha 
and Kerrv Green, /60 ·pages, 
published, by World-Leisure 
Corporation, $6.95. · 
- This manual, written by 
The book opens . with a . Leocha 's book lists bits of 
-humor,ous chart of American folklore on peopi°e like 
and British v·ocabular'y Macbeth, Saint Patri·ck. Robin 
differences. An example is the Hood · and King Arth1;1r. It also 
British use of queuing a~ an tells Scottish castles . to see, 
equiva·lent to waiting in line. Irish festivals. whiskey 
An icebreaker for the rest of the . di"stilleries. to tour. and ba·rgain 
book . . it is accompanied by china outlets. , . 
amusing cartoons of British ,· The section on. Ireland has 
life. · information on sele.ct towns · U N H · a I ti m n us C h-a des 
Leocha.- doesn't waste space 
with extensive listings of tourist 
spots. }t provides a qu.ic._k 
s u m m a··r. y o f th e ·m o s t 
interesti,ng:pfaces to· see in the 
· United Kingdom and Ireland. 
,;.\ An ~ 'l accompaniment to 
Transportation in a foreign _- such as . Publin. Belfast, a.nd 
. country is an important Londonderry. Suggestions on 
consideration for tourists. The tracing Irish ancestors. and tips 
"· sect.ion on th:is ar~.a .. i 11..sJY.,.9H -,;_~-r. ,;;,eoog,r~:i'~i-R-g· ~g-ol:id-~ le :'lfr~ _'_- ~,.-
information on British Rail · offered. It also has lyncs from · 
passes,_ camp·ing, traveling by Irish pub songs ..:,, · · ··. 
• students traveling Europe: it 
complem~nts _the usual guides 
loaded with maps and listings. 
' Leocl-t'a. a former '.student C. 
body president ::tt lJN H- wrote 
his book ,after living in ~urope 
barge, renting cars.and hiking. . -The only . drawbac~ t_o 
It also offers unusual travel · Leocha 's book. is that m 
suggestions like staying · in a selecting what places and items _ 
cas_tle instead of hotel rooms. · should appear, he left out a 
, Although the book's section · numb'er of attractions other · 
on London is small it suggt:-,t:-, · gui<le buuk.s :-,t1·c::-.:s. 
enough unusual things to do This can be an advantage to 
·while in town. It gives a the person who wants to hit the 
walking tour of London pubs highlights of UK / I re land in ·a 
and taking craft cla~ses with short amount of time: British 
British artisans. Trendy theatre insight is offered with .: 
· for 17 f~ars. h offers a few 
pages r. on each town · listing 
highlights, atmosphere and 
history. Although there isn't a 
map fo_"r. :·each town there are 
area ma_ps for places .like. the . 
English : Lake Pistrict and 
Whiskey· .Country in Ireland. 
London places are listed · like listings of places to purchase -
Covent Garden a marketplace tickets. The inexpensive,ness of 
compar_abl: to Faneuil Hall. · this is stressed : · The Who·Je Europe Escape Manual by UNH alumnus Charles 
_Leocha · 
MOVIE-
ending; · unlike the . mess that 
- real life often -leaves things in. 
The story is too superficial and 
pat to be anything else but dull. 
Goldie .Hawn and ' Kurt 
Russell play cute character~. 
but cuteness does not make a 
story. Swing Shift is an every 
day movie about every day 
people. · 
Watch for ihe 
Elvis Costello 
. , 
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( continued from page 1) ( continued from page ~j 
, Organizations" section and (until after th~ hearing)." it's just way up on the -ceiling." project scheduled fo,· . this - inspect· the · problems hitnse:l:f: · 
summ·er will includeJ bath-" 'Repairs- are·' mad€ in-: order bf :;; 
rooms · in Alexander and the problems' severity. and . 
Huddleston Halls. as well as Fairchild was not a priority this 
electrical · work i!l -Congreve _ year: . 
rule 15.21-1.· part three of the Last October, Kap-pa -Sigma · she said .' 
"Housing ~egulations" section received a Lette_r of Censure for 
in the CahJ~/d!e . T ho),ding up numbered cards . to Conk-admits the facilities are 
Thc-~c rules~state-any-student .~ passing women. Thi"s letter is old: "Fairchild was built in 
organi7ation, ·must . take part of a temporary record 1915," he said. But he ·,said 
"reasonable -preca!:ltions." to whic_h will last for the rest oft he .. "others a re pretty antiquated," 
insure its members conform to academic year and may he · and repairs there _are-::-, needed 
, Hall and other projects. · 
'"I definitely want to see new 
- Conk -said Fairchild. is on t-he · bathrooms,"Conk said. adding 
, New Hampshire stat,e Hiws ,and consfdered with predjudicc in more. list of d~orms which n-eed that Fairch"ild's ~re not' · 
repairs. and he said he · will ··•·exquisite.' UN H rules, dis-courage . ahy dete-r£Dining penalties• in futµre 
ti Tl I aw f u I a Ct s a n d - be c'ases. . -
"respons{bfe for its-grou.p-_a ~ i ""•,,_,_. Accordi!)g to ' the _ "Rights 
gr OU p .. ; t O CO mp I y With ·=aircr--R ules" section _ o.[ tl).e. _~,-
u nivers'ity r:ul~s." :·· '· Cahoodle. the UN H Judicial "' 
Bill Moisan. UN H •. sopho~· · board could suspend Kappa · 
n~ore and president of Kappa Sigma's status as a _ student 
Sigma. said. •Tve been adyised organization or assign- any-
, not to comrpent on the charge~ lesser penalt~1 • 
. The MUB's -Patio qpens; 
-- on May 2,11 
-- Enjoy lunch in, the summer S(!nshine 
· -· at our outdoor grill .. : _ .. 
*hamburgers 
*hot dogs . -. 
"' 
*beef kabobs 
~special daily grill iteins 
Along w_ith a garden fresh salad bar 
Summer hours:- 11 aj)l. to 2 p.,_m . 
Monday through Friday ' · 
A $600,000 renovation 
muso Film series . Presents ... 
· S~nd<;1y, April 22nd 
7:00 & 9:30 pm 
Strafford Room 
lnJhe MUB 
Admissison : $1.:00 
·- cHAlt 1s-m1ss1na·· 
-Marvelous _little cor:nedy _of cabdrivers Moy ~nd Hayash: tracking down 
the m_ystenous Mr. Chan Hun{J, who absconded with their-$4,000. An 
eye-opener independently produced on shoestring budget and shot in 
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'By JEFF ,MA-C.~ELL Y· 
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n:tdto in." " 
If the crew were sti-11 out. the; 
next step would be to contacr-
tfie:"}Coast Guard. Allsop said. ' 
., Tlfe\Coast Guard would have •cl: 
,-,"-:1\j1~t • in the area within I 5\ 
mi1111tes of notification: he said :' 
A-:Ihwl with the cornmunica-: C' , 
t i o n s p r o c c d _u r e s a n d:: 
equipment. which al ·lows· 
coaches to talk betwce rf 
.- launches. the team also has a .. 
system to inform officials o( 
exactly whq was on th_~.w~ter at. 
any time. _ ,. _· · 
/~: ~ :;a:~;~e ;c~odd~·~_:if)Oa,rd \\iith-
hi)lde.rs for mrri1e slats replaces . 
· the lists coaches left in the:' 
b·o at house during I as t -
semester's r,ract ices. Before:· 
every departure. the names ot 
team members arc inserted 
according to the shell they will 
row and the coi1ch driving the 
launch which accompanies it. .. 
Launches haNc also been 
''replaced , l,y ·' four ' 19-foot 
fiberglass boats. each:equipped 
with a 35-horscpower Mcrcur~i 
engine. fire extinguisher. life• 
preservers. blankets and extr,;:1 
clothing. According to Allsop. · 
the total cost of each launc.h, 
which also included the 
installation of radio power-:° 
boost units. ·was $4500 each. 
Allsop said three of the four 
launches are now in use. One is. 
still being outfitted wi.tha nfdio' 
power u~it. he said. - ·f 
Rccrcati6n De·partment 
funds. regular crew funds ari.d a 
special fund paid for the safety 
~y_!-lipmcnt. Allsop said. 
- Team members admit the: 
· n cw - g u id e I i n cs were ~l n,;-
adjustment. but many say thef 
-are habit by now. - ,,. 
'"It took a while to get things 
·in linc.'. \ ..:.said junicH Joe 
Fredericks a varsit~, ro~er anc:j -
·_ . Hq1;2b~d Hall _g .l,. . '"It's habi( 
il~ \Y]i 've nevcr'IDecn safer." 
,. ., '"Overall the changes are: 
~, f fl'nit-a,s1ti c; Ji~ t h,:r (}e\ ye a r t ca m -
~ 0 vet~rlii ~ir>eb'· M;cGinle_y said .. 
"The safety guidelines are a. 
pain .. byJ __ they're; real 
.' iufv9i t'1i1-t.-."' . 
McGinley says the changes 
have also helped the team make 
a transiti.on from crew as a club . 
to "an athtlctic team." ' 
"We're , a strong. dedicated 
team.~· sh'e said. "We are as 
competitive as if we were a 
varsity sport." 
--crew has gone much 
further than ever ·before." 
agrees Fredericks. 
MUB Menu 
Monday, April _ 23: Beef 
teriyaki• with rice, mushroom · 
and cheese casserole, cream 
of brocoUi soup, fruit salad. 
Tuesdf]y, April 24: Reuben 
. casserole, mus.hroom -
brocoll i · turnover, - stuffed 
potatoes, stuffed zucchini, 
i lerJ1<:>n cream _puff. ,, 
Wednesday, April 25: 
'Vegetable chow mein, ric~ 
with vegetables, g.reen beans 
with water chestnuts, 
. yokohama, cream of clam, 
mushroom tarragan soup. 
. Thursday, April 26: Sw_eet 
· and sour fish,' chinese pork, 
1 






<"':>. :,-1.~ ~;,· ._ 
From your 
• , • :'.'I. • ' 
Durhain 
Red.Cross-
,,_ A group of students waits patiently while giving blood earlier this week in the MUB_.(Scott Young · 
photo) · 
I I 
rm 15\i o~ -~w-~s: r; ;-~:,i-i~b.'.:n-~ 1 · i f:·.-- · ._ 
· f t i::·:,.1,,~del/u I Jl,-,llf?t - h.a v e 
. J:j'"''JJ('.·• ' ;' ,,_,:;,,~- -· _. ·. 
hof)P,td Without- You 
.1 n:, -
' ' ,. _J I ~ . ~ r."<' • • ••- ,. . " ~ ' 
Lori Dyrstra, a first time donor, gave· blood yesterday in the 
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______..._ ·co;;,fortable 3 bedroom apartment with. 
I [ •• , j:. kitchen and living room. On Kari-Van, 
near· to all conveniences of Dover. 
. Part-time, full-ti_me summer. . People 
wanted for construction related work, 
inc l fuding : painting, insulating, ·clean up, 
lifting, l_andscaping, etc . Cati 964-6284 
and leave name and number. Seac6-ast 
area. 
. Apartments .for Rent 
Summer Sublet with fall option . Available 
i_-...;;._=_=_=_::._=_=_=_=_:. _________ = =_=_=_.;__ ________ ..;. ___ J ____ ....,; June 8, rent $375, but may negotiate a 
·summer price. Wanted : Or:ie female roommate needed to 
share apartment with two guys and a girl 
in Dover.' Located on Central Ave. 3 
bedrooms, kitchen, liv ing room and guest 
room. Only $125 per person includes heat 
and hot water . Call Brian or Craig 749-
0646 evenings. ·•· 
Beautiful Durham apartment available for 
summer (June-August). 1 bedroom,. 
spacious li0.og room, full kitchen and 
bath. Fully furnished, great location on 
Main Street. Perfect for 2 p1:1ople, sh(:ler 
luxurv., as sing/~LA.nn i:!J 8-68:9'711 hr 8.6-2-
245Q ··e·r. Cl'fr. is ·at 868-1658. · 
Durham Summer Sublet: 2 bedrooms for 
4 people, large liv ing room with fireplace, 
barbecue ,pit in backyard, quiet 
neighborhood, minutes to campus, rent 
negotiable, Beth or Mary 868-9857 or 2-
2170. 
Summer sublet in Dover, 4 bedroom 
apartment, lar9e. living room,. dining 
room, and kitchen-huge backyard! 
Newly renovated! $390 per month. 
Located near downtown area on Kar i-VaR 
route. Available June 1st. Call 749-9344 
any night after 5:00 p .m. 
Furnished single .rooms with bath's 
available for· female students -only. 
Available for 1984-1985 academic year, 
private entrance. Ten minute wal_k from T-
H all. $800 to $950 · per seme·ster, 
including· utilities. Call 868-2219 after 4 
-~·m_. 
Summer sublet in Dover, near Kari -Van 
stop (Dover A) $130/ mo. B·edroom, 
kitchen, living room and bath . Call Jeff 
'742-5170. . 
· Rooms for rent for the summer $20/ wk 
for clouble, $25 / wk sing le. Call 868-9859 
or 862-1306 and ask for Ken or .Kevan. 
Needed : Two housemates for summer 
house in Denni.sport. Male or f emale. If 
interested call for. details·, ask for Mimsi, 
Jen, or Mim. 868-9814 or 2-1135. 
' FALL o·PTION-SUMMER SUBLET, . 
excl usive Durham apartm ent, seconds 
from campus, fully furnished, 2 people, 
very large, in· excellent location. Rent 
negot iable, ca ll 868-1880 evenings. 
Avoid crowded beaches-rela x in 
Berwick, ME . May-October . Neat, 
attractive 2-bedroom· cape, -sunporch, 
large yard, pool and garden. Furnished or 
unfurnished; price depending. Calk 
mornings: 698.-5811. 
SUMMER SUBLET!!! Beaotiful, new 
apartment located on Madbury Road; 
great location . Rent negotiable, 2 spaces 
available female only. Contact Terri or 
Yvonne at 868-7094. -
4 rooms in big house available in Dover. 
June to June lease. $135 / mo plus heat, 
-off str~et · parking. Near Kari-Van route. 
Share living room , dining room, kitchen, 
and 3 bathrooms. Call anyone., at-~7-4-2 ... -
Q0/3-p-- . ---•'-·~-· . --- -- . . .. 
-_'ROOMMATE WANTED by a family of 3. 
Your own room in a 5 room house, close to 
downtown Exeter. No smokers, heavy 
drinkers, or drug users . $225 / mo 
includes rent , electricity, and basic phone 
charge, use of whole house and a warm 
friendly family . $325 if two in one room, 
call 772 2322. 
For 1984 or 1985 acaqemic year . Male or 
female, non -smokers only . Three 
openings, to share large house in Qover 
(near downtown), own bedroom, 50 feet 
from Dover-A, Kari-Van stop. $125/ mo 
plus utilities. Call Rob or Joe at 742-4370, 
after 6 :00 p .m . 
Summer Sublet: with fall -opt_ion, in 
convenient Durham locatiqn. Modern ·• 
apartmen1 for 1 or 2 pepple, $355 per 
month . Call 862- 1 362 days, ask for Robin 
Wanted : One female to room with two 
males and o·ne fe_male -in apartment in 
Dover, Central Avenue. 3 bedrooms, 
living room and kitchen. Only $125 per ~ 
person includes heat and.hot water . Call' 
Brian or Craig 74 9-0646 evenings. 
" NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP"-(Mass) · 
Counselor Positons· ' tor - Program 
Specialistis: Baseba l l, canoeing, cycling, 
sailing ,. swimming, tennis and 
waterskiing, arts and crafts, computers, . 
- drama / music, photography, overnight 
camping-, woodworking . Send details, 
references-Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 190 
Linden Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 0?.02.8.,, .. 
The Daify Bar is how aCGepti.ng Sl:JMMER 
WORK-STUDY APPLICATIONS . 3-4 
cooks; 25-30 hrs / wk . 5 -10 waitresses; 
20-30 hrs/ wk. 
Personal Care Atte ndant (PCA) 12 to 20 
hours per week to assist young man .· 
physically disabled in auto accid~nt, .t;iut 
determined to attain independence and is 
pursuing engineering degree at UNH. 
o~,ti<=>c:: inr.-ls,r.!P hP.ln with nP.rc::on ;il r.;,ire 
a r-i d h y g i e n e, h o u s e h o Id c h o res , 
·shopping, meal planning and preparation. 
Desirable environment in home with 
modern conveniences including AC and 
dishwasher. Near downtow_n Exeter. 
Applicant must be responsible, energetic, 
· caring and motivated. Deta i ls and salary 
· will be discussed.at'interview .'Telephone_ 
(603) 77,2-6168. 
Male vocalist w anted for workirJg 
acousJic band . S tage experience 
preferred but not mandatory if you are 
confident in pierforming ability. Cove·rs 
and originals. Band is now being 
considered by a lo'cal agent. Harp or flute 
play_ing is a plus . Call the " Middleground 
Band " 749-9128 or 742 -7257. 
Wanted- 2 female roomm·ates needed 
for Dover apa rtment . 2 single bedrooms 
available in 4 bedroom apartment ~ 
kitchen, living room; st-udy area. On Kari-
Van route, all utilities included. Available 
June to May $167 .50 / month. Call Kim or 
Donna at 868-2 322 . 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Summer, year round. 
Europe, S Amer , Austr alia, Asia . All 
fields . $900- $2,000/ mo. Sightseeing 
Free info. Write IJC, PO Box 52 -NH, 
Corona qe1_ Mar, CA 92625. - · 
" NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP"-(Mass) 
Counselor positions for Program 
Specialists : Basketball , cycling, tennis, 
· F.emale roommate wnated for this fal'I to 
share a house with 5 other girls. Good 
location . 4 ho.uses from Catnip.:Clean and 
attractive and fu lly carpeted. For more 
info. Call_~a_n~_at 2-22(27 o~El_-§1824 
Wanted : Roommates male or fem'ale, 
non-smokers only. May have up to thre_e 
openings to share large house in Dover 
(near downtown) own bedroom, 50 feet 
from Dover -A Kari-Van stop. $125 / mo 
plus utilities, call Rob or Joe at 742-4370 
?ft~~ 6~09 p m . · 
Young Drive seeks 3....:4 roommates for 
fall semester. Please cafl us at 868-2587 
- can·oeing, fishing, kayaking, sailing, 
watersk-iing, windsurfing, archery, arts 
and crafts, computers, drama / music, 
el ectronics , ham radio, overnight 
camping, video taping . Good sa laries. 
Inquire: Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 190 Lindei::i 
Avenue,- Glen Ridge, NJ 07028. Phone 
(201) 429: 852_2, 
Work Study Opportunities - 1 position 
avi'li_lable - summer ' 84 lnternation 
students office. General of.fice work and 
assistance with internat ion programs. 
Good typing sl<ills required. 10- 15 hours 
per week . Apply IMMEDIATELY at: 
lnternation students Office, Huddleston 
Summer Sublet-June 1 to September 1, 
only Da v is Cou rt _A par tments 3 
bedrooms, large beautiful living room, . 
dining room, kitchen, fi rep lace, lawn out 
1
, 11,· f I 
front for tanning, bike storage, parking W d 
and laundry facilities . 5 people would be Help ante 
perfect, $148/ mo (each person). If only 3·_ • _ 
people, rent·is $185 / mo (each). Call Beth -'-------------
Hall, 862-2030 or 862-2050 · • 
"SECRETARY POSITION AVAILABLE"-
A ppliaati ons are now be ing accepted for _ 
the Stu dent Acti v ity Fee Council 
Sec retary The position will start this 
semester and cont inue through next year. 
Requ.irements · 5-10 hours / week ; 
typing, filing, m inute-taking , $3 .50/ hr, 
flexible hours . Appl icatins available in 
at 868 -9833 or 2-161 4 mornings, 
dinnertime. 
Summer Sublet: Fall option, 2 bedr.oom 
apartment, kitchen, bathroom, for 4 
people . New in Durham, Call Cindy or 
Cathy 868-1602 between 4 and 7 p.m. 
Durham:· Need .an apartment next -year? 
You 've found it! Looking ·tor one or two 
roommates to·share.comfortable Webster 
House aparJment . for next school year. 
Call 868-2815 for details, Ask for Alice or 
Brooke. 
Summer sublet · with fall option , 3 . 
bedroom apartment-2 available as of 
June 1st. $1 50 / mo, cable television, 
partially furnished, laundry facilities. 
Heritage Hill Apartments, call 749-6828. 
Summer Sublet, Dover on Kari-Van route, 
3 bedroom, kitchen, living room and bath. 
$300/ mo, i_ncludes heat ·and electricity. 
Call 868 -9777. ask for Leslie or Janet or 
868-9726 ask tor Carolyn . 
Cape Cod Summer-HYANNIS Town or 
beacfi . Gals stop here, you 've found it-
. alone cir w ith friends (.2 per room) with 
own fridge and kitchen priviledges, use of 
cable tel ·evision . Apartments and 
cottages, $50 and up weekly . Season 
only. Coflege atmosphere ca ll 778-1158 
or 729-0905 .. 
Summer Sublet 1 s ingle bedroom 
available in large downtown Durham 
-a P. a rt m e n t. La r g e k i t c h ~ n w i t-h 
dishwasher, wast] ing machine, furnished 
living room: · 11/,: baths and backyard. 
Walking distance to UNH. $150/ mo. 
Rooms for rent for the summer, $20/ wk 
for double, $25 / wk sin.gle. Call 868-9859 
or 862-1306 and ask for Ken or Kevan. 
Avoid crowded beach e s~ relax in 
Berwick, ME, May to October. Neat, 
attractive, 2 bedroom cape, sunporch, 
large yard, pool and garden. Furnished or 
unfurnished; price depend ing. · Call 
morning's : 698-5811. · 
Summer Sublet : ~ bedroom house, 1st 
Kari-Van sto.p, - Ori Dover Road . 2 
· bathrooms, ·paneled basement with bar, 
screened porch, h1,,49e yard, completely 
furnished. Call 742-7150 in evenings 
Call 862-1323 durin'g day. Ask for Jed 
Work study summer position, fu·11 time or 
part time, resea rch assistant, $3.65 per 
hour . Call Michael Conte, 862 -2771 . 
Wanted 3 -rugged individuals for a full room 145 or 130 of the MUB. Deadline is 
time summer job starting soon . Job April 27th_·-~,-----------
consists of heavy construction work in the ;I · 
Seacoast are.a. If interested, -pleese cal l Milceftlneou ll~· )_._· Tim at -868-1'3.30. I ' 
Part-time Dance Instructor for the for Sale 
Seacoast YMCA. Must know up to date · ------------.J J 
rock and break dancing. Call Joanna at 
43 1-2334. 
TEACHING AND ADMININSTRATION· 
JOBS, 1984-1985 recruiting NOW. NESC 
lists from 400-600 new jobs weekly. 
National coverage. No agency commision . 
For subscript information send SASE to 
I\J ationa I Educat ion Service Center., 221 A 
East Main Depa rtment UH.Riverton, WY 
82501 . Call M - F (307) 856-017,0 
SUMMER JOBS-MAYHEW needs male 
staff for its summer program. Posit ions 
are residentia l, 9 ,.. weeks; with salary, 
roem, board, laundry. Job ,descriptions, • 
applications-RFD1 , Box 179, Bristol , NH 
03222 or (603) 144-8494. , 
Four posit ions availabie for summer at 
White Mounta in Family Campg.round and 
Cotta·ge complex. 1) 'Assistant manager, 
2.) Re-crea t ion direptor, 3) Office 
attendant, 4) . General maintenance 
person. Lodging provided. A couple wou Id 
be_ ideal. Tel. 659 -2790 for interview, : · 
NH DWI Prevent.ion Council has available 
the following work study ,- l')ositions for 
spring · and summer . _1 )Assistant to the 
director/typing, writing, telephone, filing, 
organization . 2) Cleric.a.I 3) Research 
Assistant (compile, analyze and reportcin 
-data.) 4) Sales and Marketing Manager for 
distribution of non-alcoholic alternative 
beve rages pay rang~ is $4-$6/ hr. 
depending. on- position and experience. 
Contact Leo Spencer at 6~9-5743. 
Summer work- work in 'California this 
summer, good business experience, earn · 
$309/ wk. Send resume to: Summer 
Work, Box 82 Midtown Mall , Worcester, 
MA 01612. 
CHILD CARE, part or full-time, · now or 
summ er. Several positions available in 
Seacoast area private homes. Experience 
Sick of your wardrobe? Well , come to s a 
spring clearance clothes sale. Women's 
and men's clothing at first quality . Look 
. for us in fron t of Tudor Hall (24 Madbury 
Road) on Friday and Saturday, April 20 
and 21 , from 11 :00 to 4 :00. In case of rain, 
come up to apartm ent 22. It will be wor·th 
your trip. 
Mercury Marquis dark green . 1970, 
74,000 original miles . 429 V-8 engine 
The car is in ve-ry good shape, you have to 
see it to appr,eciate it . ·4 door electric 
windows inter i'or is in excellent shape 
$650 dollars. ·Phone 868 -9922 or 862-
2281, ask for Jhad 
MOTORCYCLE Honda CB200T, low 
miles, new tires and clutch. Fun , · 
economical, great yvoman ·s bike. Must 
sell, $275 . Ca l~ Val at 862 -1802 or 436-
7201 . 
1978 HONDA HAWAK CB400T, runs 
excellent, 8,000 miles, luggage rack, . 
crash bar, Fair-ing, $650 call Murray at 2-
2281 or 868-9922. · 
___ 1978 Dodge Challenger, A / T, AM / FM . 
great shape, $2,000, call 868-1874. 
1976 BM\/V-c- 2002 . Sunroof, good 
condition, no ~ngine, '868- 1828. 
Authentic lobster traps, excellent tables, 
gifts, etc. Saturday only 12 p.m. to 2:00 · 
p.m. Davis Court on Madbury Road, 868-
1828. .. . 
Fischer Skis, 120 cm Salamon Bindings, 
$50-skis need some ..work-bindings .i n 
great ~hape, ca·11 Lamie after 5 p.m. at 
868-2587. 
,- Mo~obecane M i-rage. Excel lent condition. 
10 speed with racing cjuster Cati 2-1020 
daytime or 74 2-1 985 nights and ask for 
Rieb. 
Summer Sublet-Very large apartmen't and dependability necessary. Also One pair women's boots. All leather, 
for two, great location ; downtown accepting registrations for home health burgandy, (black 3" heel), side zipper, size 
. I' -
CHEVETTE HATCHBACK FOR SALE: Co.me celebrate ' the world at the 
1976, 87,000.miles. Body in good shape; international Fiesta! Friday 27th April 11-
engine needs some work . AM / FM 5 pm. Rain or shine . Smith Hall front 
cassette. Great all purpose economical lawns. · Come see exotic dancing and 
car . $1,000 or best offer. Caroline 868- breakdancing . Listen to Do -A World 
·1 522 . music and the .Now Sound Express. An 
International fashion show and ethnic 
1973 Dodge Cornet, new battery, exhaust foods. Come and have a n exper ience ! 
system, front shocks, and water pump 
with A / C. Asking $400, call 868 -1460 Jen S. Fi-Y·nally my personal goes in f 
ask for John. Thanx so much for the dinner at work 
IMPROVE YOUR . GRADES!! Buy a zi've decided you get the big sister of the 
professional quality desk- must see to year award . Craig 
appreciate . Such a small price to pay for a To Mikey pnd Arty,- Thanks-·for- always 
better education . Call 742- 7150 and 1:it;li_ng: .htere. You guys are the best and 
make an offer betor:e.:i.f s -tee- late. . you've helped me out a lot. See you in the 
'79 · Subaru DL Wagon, 30 mpg; front morning. AC 
wheel drive, 5 spe.ed, reg gas, 59,000 Betsy, Judging from that smirk on your 
miles, good cond1ton $2,295, 868-1558 face ... you would think that you ju st ate a 
tuna melt!! 
Eor sale: UNH nursing uniforms. Patches 
included. Call Katie tor more 'information Come aboard the Spring, Celebration 
at 868- 7565 Cruise on the Viking Sun. Don't miss the 
---------------- , last performance of Stillwater Run Band, 
For . Sale : UNH NUrsing UN iforms. May 17th. Fee hors d-oeuvres, cash bar 
Patches included! Call Katie for more Tickets available at MUB ticket office only 
_informat ion at 868-7565 · s 1 d .95 Seniors Don 't miss this last bash I 
For s~le: 1980 Kawasaki KZ440 3,100 The Delta Zeta Ice Cream Smorgasborg 
miles , 1:·.\'cU.f.l: ,\1 SHAPE Great · fortheGualadetteSchoolfortheDeafand 
m ileage; ¼ mile in 14 seconds. New Hearing Impaired is tonight, Tuesday 
·battery, new cover, rearbar with bag . April 24th from 9 to 11 pm. It will be held 
Asking $950. CAii 868-1005 mornings.or at Delta Zeta Sorority, 25 Madbury Rd, 
evenings. and the cost is only $1 .75 . So, come one 
~"-Black Beauty" · 1981 Suzuki Motorcycl e. come all and get a few scoops with all of 
Good condition . Best offer, call 436 -'5886 the toppings you can 
after 6 p.m. and ask for Ch•ip Napoleor-i w i ll be . on campus tonight . 
Traynor TS~s9H Cabinet tor sa le, 200 Catch Abel Gances's Film aMasterpiece. 
watt eapacity, nine 8'" speakers, excellent Full showing at 6 :30 Murkland 110. 
condition, $200. Call Nick 868-5928 , or Admission $2.00 Tickets at door or in 
Jeanne 659-2580. advance at MUB ti cket office: 
Dean Elite Guitar for sale . Very good Suitcase Party .. Da!J_cing to Club 109 
condition, tiger stripe finish . Top of the DJs door prizes, munchies, good times, 
line with hardshe ll case, $400. Call Nick and · of course the cha nce to win a 
868: 5928 or Jea nne 659-2580. w eekend trip somewhere!!! $1 chance 
gets you into Hubbard Rec Room, April 26, 
_1969,saab 96, V-4, good mechanical 8 :30and IVlaybe onto a plane to??? Tickets 
conditon, smooth running engine. Solid from Area Ill progran:imi·ng board reps at 
body, no rust . Radials, good mi leage, w ell the doors. · c,.it ii 
ma intained, $975. 431-6102 . • · 
Geno, Thanks for making my PD. so much 
'83 Wi,ndsurfer Comp with hot pink Mylar fun. Happy Easter ! Luv, DEb 
Sail , kJSed only 5 times sold for $1,100 
new, asking $900 firm. Call Mark at 868- Come celebrat e the world at the 
1'425.- international Fiesta! Friday 27th April 11-
1980 KAWASAKI Kz440_ 3, 100 miles. 5pm, rain or sh ine . Smith Hall front lawns 
!:'.\ CLl.1.1:i'i.T SHAPE. ¼ mile in 14 come see exotic dancing & breakdaneing Listen to DO'A·world Music & the Now 
seconds. New battery, nevv cove_c, rearbar Sound Express. An lnternation fashion 
with bag. AS KING $950, call 868 -1005 show & Ethnic foods . Come and have an 
mornings or evenings-. experience 
Services and Repairs I [5J, 
TYPING , W~J_TING AN_D GRAPHIC 
L;JESIGN by PENNAGRAPHICS & 
WRITII\/_G ASSOCIATES , Resum es, 
reports, cha rts and graphs 58 M ain 
Street, Durh am, 868-1025 MWF 10- 6, 
.Sat 9-2, up the stair.s between Classic 
Cone and Red Carpet. 
Papers,- resumes and lett er-s prepar.ed 
professionally and' quickly_ 1:5y_ ~9 to =5 
Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter , 
Nt, (603) 772-9585. 
Doing resea rch? Collecting books? Need a 
book? Free out of-print se·arch service. 
Doug Robertson 749-4335. 
TYPING, WRITING , AND GRAPHIC 
DESIGN by PE.NNAGRAPHICS & 
WRITING ASSOCIATES Res uroes, 
reports, charts and graphs 58 Main 
Street , Durham, 868-1025, MWF 10-6, 
Sat 9-2, up the stairs between Classic 
Cone and Red Carpet. ' 
I_P_ersonats_j[j] 
Attent-ion UNH MEN : We are looking for a 
few good men to join ·the Bunners CJu.b. 
Bunny and the Bunnettes are now taking 
applications for potential members. A ny 
interested applicants can a"rrange for a 
free "check out" with the Bunnette 
judges on the third flqor libra ry. Baggers 
need not ·apply. · 
Billy .P., you're a nE:)rdo and thanks for the 
hand decor-it really helped me on my 
astros test yowza!!! P.S. My roommate 
loves you . 
NAPOLEON will be on campus tonigh! 
CATCH ABEL GANCE'S FILM MASTER-
PIECE. Full showing at 6:30, Murkland 
110 Admiss•ion, $2.00 tt.ekets at door or 
in advance at MUB t icket office. · 
SUMMER JOBS! Exclusive organic 
cosmetic line. Looking for dynamic and 
energetic individuals to sell 'the "magic" 
of aloe. Unlimited earning potentials set 
own hours and create ·own sales territory. 
Call for interview Betty York 749-5139 
To STEVO! A belated Happy Birthday to 
our hunk of the month! Next t ime we see 
you, we'll give you a YUGE KISS! ! ! Love · 
your 3 favorite FWC's. 
PATTERSON-Number five, men's 
volleyball, talking heads, New York and 
our calculus one class . It says something 
about a person does it? I wish I knew.more 
about you, but I have yet to meet you. 
Hope to bump into you soon. -JB 
Come see UNH Men ·s• lightweights race 
US Coast Guard Academy on the Oyster 
River , today at 4 :30 P-J'!l· 
Eric : Happy ,19th BABY! You're clo_sing in 
on me ....::: now we're only 3 years apart. 
But seeing I seem to have the mind and 
body of a 12 yea r old, I thir-ik it's you who's 
robbing MY cradle! So glad that I "made 
your aquaintance." I never thought I could 
laugh SQ. hard (about what? Thhink real 
hard) All my love to "Cy and his buddies " 
(not to mention you) Be happy! Hygs and 
Kisses, ME! (a lias Llnguini) 
Come aboard the Spring Ce lebra ti o n 
·Cr-uise_,,on the Viking Sun . Don't miss ti)§ 
last Performa nce of Sillwater Runn Banfl'; 
Ma'y ,1711] F(ee h~r-s d'oeuvres, cash bar. 
Tic l<ets avai'laole at MUB tickets office 
only $14.95. Seniors don't mi ss this last 
bash! _ 
NAPOLEON will be Qn--campus tonight! 
Catch ABEL GANCE'S Film Mas.terpiece 
full showit'lg at 6 :30 Murkland 110. 
Admission S2 .00 Tickets at door or in 
_advance at MUB ticket office 
Buffy, Hi there cutie, how are ya? Just 
want to say that I hope you have a nice 
Easter! .We havi:i to make plans to get 
together soon! Love your big sis, JLS 
-Guy of Sigma Bagdad Happy Birthday. 
We need more devoted supporters like 
you. Sincerely, Janet J . and the Women's 
Center. 
The Delta Zeta Ice Cream Smorgasborg 
for the Gauladette School for the Deaf and 
Hearing Impaired is on Tuesday, April 
24th , from 9 to 11 p.m . ft will be held a-t 
Delta Zeta Sorority, 25 Madbury Rd., and 
the cost is only $1 . 75. So, come one come 
all and get a few scoops with all of the 
toppings you can imagine! 
Joooooooooe-Also known as Jose and 
Jumpin' Joe-Happy 23rd this Saturday!-
Have a great one! Johnny D. P.S Tell all 
your friends. 
, Eric, it's· me again, your pushy "friend." i 
thought you were_ going to teach me how 
to play backgammon. 
Jim, Pooh bear may mean a lot to you , but 
· what do you mean to him? I care. I'll be 
around when ·you reali~e you nee.d 
affection too. 
- Juice-Sorry Friday night didn't workout. 
And I'm sorry for Saturday too. But I will 
make it up to you-Club Excaliber is 
calling! Love ya-E. · 
Thanks- for a great time at the cocktail 
party-even if it was a spontaneous last 
m inute thing. And I'm sorry I wasn't the 
Ginger Rogers that I usually am, but that 
last grapefruit and vodka just put me 
"over the edge!; , Love tbe .fag's friend. 
Hey Scream-I think it's been too long 
since the Catnip? !?! Love and pineapples 
Ross. P.S . Do you still run ? 
Dear Lou'-Hbpe this w eek is a,n 
improvemei;it over last, Love 309. 
Gloria and Dee Dee- Pistachio's waits for 
you Sunday?! , Durham, Main Street . All utilities care, housekeeping, "Housesitting", and 8 ~1, . Cor:iditi·on: · excellent, wor n 
included-lots of storage space~ parking, yard / garden maintenance pos itions. Cati approx imately 5 times ._ Why am I selling? NAPOLEON will oe on campus tonight! Heidi , so sorry to hear about your cancer . 
. fully furnished. Rent $170 a . month, HELP-AT-HOME Placement Service, Was given similar pair. Call 868-7347 CATCl,,l ABEL GA NC E'S FILM MASTER- It's b_een a great friendship. Sorry it had to 
negotiable. Ca!I Caroline or Dot at 868- 749-6252 Mon and Fri 12 to 5 :00 p.m. Tues and · PIECE. Full showing at 6:30, Murkland end this way_. -Love Spain . 
9820,or2-1141. · JOBS IN ALASKA! s·800 to $2,000 Thurs12t'o2:00p.m . Final_Sale 110. Admission,$2.00Jicketsatdooror " HELLO" JONATHAN: Yes; this one's 
Fur:.nished one bedroom apartment, bunk monthly! Pa rks, fisheries, resorts, oil Alpine 7151, cassette. deck AM / FM car in advance at MUl;l tiG.ket -officE:) : froni · me! Tha·nks so much for lasr 
beds-one block'- from campus in quiet industry and more! 1984 Summer stereo system with alpine ·speakers Yo date, thanx for thE'dlower And don't weekend I had a really good time Sorry 
_ home, separate entrance Summer onty, Employment Guide, employer listings Hardly used $200 or best offer (603-; worry I had fun at your PD even thou_gh ~, about'Jqdi's- .try again 1n Qec~mber ba,~1 Jo pets or smoking Call Barbara after 6 $4 9.5 Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA 778- 7257, askl or Gor~J;:l or (603) 868- you were a b h Seriously thanks a' tuf "'~""f<l "'~4Tfatlfmlii'g""l,~t a HA:-v " ~:=~:..~~~~1t~~~i[..Y:~::~~~~,g~~~~P~°:¼~~rfs.°'4'~ :t -!~~.!.c~~,~~~~~~ ,:'Jf; ·- ~i);:::--f.-::..;_7,;;~~-:t_,4,;:;;.;~-;:-iti;.;fTC:J.7,F"♦.:f P:..iJf~;,~1~i2.frfl~~~~el 
/ 
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Juice Now I real_ly · have al.ot . to 
apologize for. First . Friday night. t!1en 
Saturc!iiy Now I have to apologize for , 
Tuesday·s paper! Will you ever forgive 
me? I'll make it up to you I promise. Club 
Exca liber is calling .Love ya, Ellen 
Thanks for thf cocktail party . I'm sorry if I 
wasn't the Ginger Rogers that I usually 
am, but tl1c11 last grapefruit and vodka p:.11 
me "over the edge"! Happy Ec1sterl Love 
the fag's friend 
Happy Elister·-Face nnd,B.urnsiel M ay the 
Easter Bunny brmg you 16ts ot goodies in 
your bnskets , · 
SUITCASE PARTY ... Danci-ng to CILib .109 . 
DJ; DoorprizE!S; Munchies; Good Times. 
And of course the chance to win ·a 
WEEKEND TBIP SOM6WHERE!I! $1 
clrnnce gets you into Hubbard Rec Room, 
April 26, 8 ·30 . . ancl MAYBE onto a plane 
to 777 Tickets from Area II programming 
boc1rd reps and at the door. 
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES TO 
EUROPE AND ACROSS AMERICAI For 
Fre.e Color Brochure, Write 'To Campus 
Travel-Box 11387 St Louis, Mo 63105. 
Be Sure to pick up your registration form 
for the 3rd Annual Student Talent Show 
·in Rm 126 of the MUB. First Prize $150· 
Second Prize S50. registration Deadli ne 
April 18th so HURRY. . 
There are .so m~y personals todayl!! 
Hi Bri, can you talk any more? I t1aven't 
heard from you in a long ' time. Spice. 
Thanks Rick for the dozen rea roses. 
Boy Linda, we hit it big with romantic men . 
today · 
Thanks Goldi_e!I 
It sounds like the Red- Cross blood drive 
did well this time . 
Thanks._to _alL th.eq1eopLe .wbff 'd'o.D'ated 
blood this past week. 
Dan L. it's nice to have you as a news 
editor . 
J. GUM. BEEi Happy Easterl 
You too Maggie, darling. 
Janet, cheer up, the days will get better . 
Maybe the Easter bunny will bring you 
something special. · 
Hi Sue, Dinner at T.P. should be good 
payment for the bet. How are your wr,ists? 
Hi Pam, .how's life7 Hang in there, I'm 
thinkinQ_ about you. 
Heidi, Thanx for all your help tonight, You 
really do a goood job!! 
> I I \.'\, / '._, _]__,; ~-• ~: 
7 . 
SECOND ANNUAL EASTER SEALS 
TUG-OF- WAR SRturday, May 5th at 
SAE . Get all your fr.iencls and make a team 
nowl Deadline for team entries next 
Tu esday. First prize is Nike sneakers for 
th e members of the winning teaml ,Cal l 
SAE for more info. - · 
SUITCASE PARTY ... Dancing to Club 109 
DJ ; Doorpr1zes; Munchies; Good Times; 
And of course the charice to win a 
WEEKEND TRIP SOMEWHERE!! $1 
chance ges you into Hubbard Rec Room 
April 26 · 30 . and MAYBE onto a plane to 
-??.? T.i.c~,ets from Area II programming 
board re·ps· cit-the-de>0r. , .. -'. _,. -- - ·- -
C01mselor·s· CAMP WAYNE, nort11eastern 
Penn. Co -eel chi ldren's camp. lnte'rested 
in Resident Ass,istants and other students 
who really love cl ,1!dren. Our specialty is 
our warm and cari11n atmosphere 12 
Allevard St, B1do Beach , NY 11561 . 
Hey GaiJ - Happy 21st. Too bad we can't 
celebrate this weekend, but just wait till 
next weekend! Here's to lots more 
interesting c1dventures ... Love , Marti ·· -
your pseudo-roommate and Siamese 
twin . 
To the Savage (Beast) and the poet. To be 
a 'PYT' , doesn't necassarily mean 
·sombody's atching yo.u,' and if you wish 
to sahre his time (McWho) you may be 
should write a better rhyme. I t~ink my 
waterbed inspection sticker has expired. 
Jill - The party's over. So, tell me, does he · 
still . have a chance? . Or is your Polish 
blood boiling for something more already, 
you greedy woman! 
Hey, Mags, you iron· machine! What d'ya 
say_ we go buy some green silk shqrts an 
RICH RICH- See you had to wait until you 
graduated to get a personal from your 
buddies at the New Hampshire. Thanks 
· for making the long trip to Durhamlandfor 
Elvis. Hope you had fun Beats the heck 
out of sports, production and the 
"f laming" one at the Eagle Times, huh?-
Mags 
Greg-even though you're a has-been 
you're still all right. Thanks for all your 
help last night . That's fine, leave me for 
another party. · 
Steve-you 're a great sport~-e-ditor: · 1 hop·e 
my page is just as good next year . Hope 
you can learn to stand my mental fits·over 
lay out. 
Bill-will we ever make the cocktail party? I 
hope so. If not, can I have a_ rain check? 
Sarah , I'm sorry that the pi.cture came out 
so poorly, it just was not my night. Good 
luck with your Fiesta ! ! 
Happy, Birthday Rob!!!! 
· Stud-e~t Rentals and Summer Rentals-
(AII Utilities Include~( . 
.ACCOMMODATIONS 
Single and double occupancy rooms. 
Electr~c heat with indiy_idual thermostats, 
Wall tp vva!I qarpeting. 
AU.r:ooms completely furnished._ 
R~frigerator, stove, and sink in each room. 
Telept,ior1e and television jacks. 
TV Cable available., . 
Parking avai'lable. Laundromat. 
lounge area. Year.:.round Patio. 
' Dave B and Dunby: Thanks for a great 
time at the PD. It was a wild and crazy 
time.! Don't forg_et sorne of the more 
memora0le moments. such as:,.falling hay 
pales, duck hun,ting,, tripping .down the 
stairs but managing to save the drink; 
dancing dtiring dinner and all _night long, 
crashing .at 5 00 -am and waking up a·t 
checkout time, using towels as a blanket, 
all the hot water to shower with, finding 
MJ's and Sue ·s pants in the morning, 
attemptin_g to use a corkscrew, 
mispl?cing the PD glass, almost losing 
·your suit coat E)nd the gold Corvette at 
McDonald's (Sorry that there wasn't a 
MacCheese or 9 playground there 
Dunlfy')'I l't WaS' 'cfri awesome time, IE?fs 90 
crazy again ,;ometime soon! Love' · ya, 
Tamsen and Beth . 
To th e wonderful cast of Area I (Janice, 
Kari, Genai: Rick, T J , Peter , Tom) We did 
it Ill Can you . say very relieved7 Sure, I 
know you could! You guys are all the 
greatest I I couldn't _have asked for se.ven 
better people to' work with . I had a blast 
and I'm rf:!alty P.Syched we all became so 
close! Get psyched for more fun times 
ahead! Lisa · · · ' 
COME CE LEB-RATE THE WORLD AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA! FRIDAY APRIL 
27TH FROM 11 to 5 PM RAIN OR SHINE 
SMITH HALL FRONT LAWNS. COME SEE 
EXOTIC DANCING AND BREAKDANC-
ING . LISTEN ·TO DO'A WORLD MUSIC .. 
AND THE · NOW SO.UNO EXPRESS. AN 
INTERNATIONAL FASHION SHOW .AND 
ETHNIC FOODS. COME AND HAVE AN 
EXPERIENCE! . 
Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers and pledges, 
please attend tuesday's meeting wearing 
some.thing suitable for the comp. photos 
taken. They will be taken directly after the 
meetini:i! - ..... _ _ --·--· 
Dear Jane, ·1 hope you are having fun 
sleeping after an exhaustin~ .night of 
painting eggs. Love, -Goldie. 
(216 a.m.) 
M: Geez th is is getting ridiculous-it's 2: 18 
· in the morning!!!!! Let's GO!I!!! 
,Jim Millard-You have become similar to 
a tyrant but we will let it slide since it's 
now 2:23 a.m. 
Cheap Sum mer Suh/et! 
In Dover, 3-room apt. for 2-3 
people, $300/month. 
Call 749-6880 e_venings. 
The Strafford House and the Strafford Manor are ·located 
.in the heart of Durham, NH with all the f.acitities of the 
University of New ·Hampshire within walking distance. 
_ Rental · Office at 
' The Strafford htiuse 
. 868-2192 
DJM Happy l;ljrthday and Happy Easter. 
Tr-ianks for being a sweetie, and the little 
bgr. you are. IL Y JMM. 
BUNKY, STUART, MATTRESS and 
LOUNGE RATS Thank you for a great 
year: The Kegs, Blizzards. 99, Road trips, 
Matt's Bed, catching the train and what I 
like about yowl I Love J Q and the Yam 
Whammay . 
COME CELEBRATE THE WORLD AT THE 
INTERNATIONAL FIESTA! FRIDAY APRIL 
27th APRIL 11-5 PM RAIN OR SHINE. 
SMITH HALL, FRONT LAWNS. COME 
SEE EXOTIC DANCING -AND BREAK-
DANCING. LISTEN TO DO'A WORLD 
MlJSLC .AND TH.E NOW SOUND 
. EXPRESS . AN IN.TERNATION/1.L 
FASHION SHOW ANb. ETHNIC FOODS: 
COME AND HAVE AN EXPERIENc::_fl___ 
Jan, thanks so much for the help with 
elections. Craig 
NAPOLEON Will be on c-;;;,.,pus tonight! 
CATCH ABEL GANCE'S FILM MASTER-· 
PIECE. Full showing at 6;30: Murkland 
110. Admission $2.00, tickets at door or 
in advance at MUB ticket office. · 
The Delta Zeta Ice Cream Smorgasborg · 
for the Gauladette School for the Deaf and 
Hearing Impaired is on Tuesday, April 
24th ·from 9 to 11 p.m. It will be held at 
.-Delta Zeta Sorority, 25 Mat.lbury Rd ., and 
the cost is only$ 1 .75. So com'e one come 
-all and get a few scoops with all of the 
toppings' you can ima_gine! · 
SUITCASE PARTY .Dancing to Club 109 
DJ's, doorprizes, munchies, good. times, 
and of course the chance to win a 
WEEKEND TRIP SOMEWHERE!!! $.1 
- ch-ance 9ets.yo,u iD19 ;~ubbarp. Rec, Room, 
· April 26th 8 30.·.andl\/lAYBE,onto a ,p,lc,1[le 
. · to??? Tickets from Area II programmihg 
board reps an_~ ~t the door! 
You're not · 
getting older, Jen ... 
vou'ra gaiting BETTERI 
How does it·feel 
to be twenty? · 
Happy 20th year! 
Love, 
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----------NUCLEAR-------
fcontinued from .page 3) 
earth's surface would change 
from a norm uf 200 
watt-s/ s-quare meter of solar 
flux to about IO watts / square 
meter after a few days_, 
. _. gradually returning to normal 
after a year. This drop is due fo 
dust and smoke particles from 
burnfog cities accumulating in 
the stratosphere. 
· · •The . worldwide surface · 
temperature would plummet 
from an average of I 3 degrees 
Celsius to -2J.,,deg,Fees Celsius · 
for-two to three months. 
•The ozon·e layer would 
d-e te r i o r a t e , res u I t i n g · i n 
ultraviolet radiation four times 
t'he normal rate for a period of 
one year following the nuclear 
ex.change, graduall)" dccrcaBing 
to three tim~s the normal rate 
· after three years. 
• Livestock . anp agriculture 
, would perish, and water-would 
be unfit to drink . and noted several related 
•More than half the human issues, -such as the dispersement 
race \Vould . die from blast of radiation due to rain, had 
effects, radiation. c li,ma te not been-covered in his lecture. 
changes, and starvation. 'After _a short film produced 
"The risks in such a war are by . the World H ea ·! th 
very high," Wood well said. Organization and narra·ted by 
'"The 'costs · would be the Carl Sagan, Woodwell said the -
extinction or near extinction of Reagan Administration has 
the human race, and the been "rattling _swords" by 
extinction of many, many ·claiming a nuclear war can be 
ecosystems. It should be clear won. '.'. 
that. these (nudear --weapons) Woodwell also said the 
systems aren't usable." production of nuclear weapons 
After· the lecture, the is sinking the United States,. 
audience addressed questions economy into debt. 
to Dr. Woodwell. Tony Nevin, , Sigma Xi is an honorary 
a Psychology professor and . scientific · society, formed in 
fac·ulty advisor to Students for 1886, that gives grants for 
Disarmament and Peace, research, sponsors a nation-
~uggc:~tcll ~he U11ivc1:-iil) wide lecture series, and 
. initiate an interdisciplinary publishes a scientific journal. 
· course on nuclear war and its "There are no winners m a 
effects. nuclear war," Wood well said. 
Dr. Woodwelf concurred "It is unilateral suicide. Ifs time 
we put our · efforts into getting 
Heart attack or stroke 
could knock you down ·_ 
on your-way up. 
You 're working for the 
cha llenge, the satisfaction, 
the success. The last thing 
you wont is a heart attack 
or stroke. Yet nearly on.e mil-
lion Americans die of heart 
disease and stroke every . __ 
yem Arid 2.Q0:000 of them_. 
· die before retirement age 
The American Heart 
Association is fighting to re-
duce early death and dis-
ability from heart disease and 
stroke with research, profes-
sional :::md public education, 
and community seNice-pro-
groms. 
But more needs to be done. 
You con help us find the an-
swers by sending your dollars 
today, to y'our local I /cart 
Association. listed in your tele- · 
phone directory 
Put your money where 
your Heart is. · 
V
. t .. American 
Heart 
_ Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
I 
SAFC · I .rid-of•t•h•e•w•ar•h•ea•d•s·•"~----BANQUET•- ----------SECRETARY SAFC 
Applications are now · being 
accepted for the Student Activity. 
Fee Council Secretary. The 
position will start this semester 
and contin~e throug~_ next year. 
5-10 hours per week 
Typing,filing, minute-taking 
$3.50 per hour 
Flexible hours -
Applications available in Rm. 145 or 130 
of the ·MUB~ Deadlipe: _April }7 
f· 
(continued from page 23) 
towards excellence. ·· · given each year to a member of hockey team's leading scorer 
"When everyone around .you ilie-- swim .. leam ____ who· excels a'nd the owner of a 3.7 GPA in 
is tw good, it makes you work academically and athletically, ()c~upational Therapy. 
·. harder. ·The important thing is is a team leader and contributes 
that everybody has a good . to community activities. 
. time, and so practice is never a --JvfaD' Ellen Cullinane and 
chore." · Micb,€,.U ., Cochran were 
· Four other awards were honored with the first ever 
given to .UNH women athletes Wii-dcat ·Winner Schola-r:. 
. during the reception. Emily Athlete Award . . ~Cochran · has 
Cole and Melissa Lawrence of comb_ined her outstanding 
the swim team received the track performance with a 3.72 
Susanne Urban Memorial GPA in microbiolog)' while 
Scholarship. The award 1s ~ullinane is one of the field 
Patsy Lyons received the 
Hockey Alum.nae Award as 
most improved player and 
Toby Kapp of the gymnastics 
team won the Skoglund 
Award, which is given to a 
female athlete enmlled in the 
College of Life Science and 
Agriculture. 
LEIAL SERVICES IIIO'RKSHOP BARN~-S··&n~ bl.Q-OJ..,t11:n "" 
OOOKST d1t£'S/ 1NC. 
Landlord/Tenant Issues· 
•Leases 
. •Security Deposits 
•Tenants Rights 
April _-25,· Wednesday 
12 noo'n till_ 2 
.. __ -~In Gariol(Belkflap Room_, MUB· 
J-: ,; 
{f ;~ --~ 
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-Peter Drummond has beaten all the od'ds 
By Peter Clark helped _him off the field and 
When I think of Peter . afier five minutes, he said it was 
Drummond, I think about the . up to Peter ifhe ¾'anted to play 
U Mass game a. year .__ ago. anr more or not. Peter went_ 
Playoffs were riding on the ha.ck in and right after theface-
game, the sc·ore was tied late in off; a U Mass player broke in all 
regulation andjust as the horn . alone. Out of nowhere came 
blew I looked over and saw Drummond and he knocked 
Peter on the ground with his the ball loose. He picked it up 
- knee o__71.t o[_joint. Our trainer · and we called time out. We 
Peter Drummond(7) has made a remarkable recovery from a 
knee injury .(Scott Young file photo) 
------·BASEBALL---~ 
later went down and scored. 
His knee was out ofjoint and· 
five minutes later he chases 
·_down a player to save the game. 
. Unbelievable ... 
UN H lacrosse coach . Ted 
Garber 
A knee injury ruined Peter 
Drummond's right knee during 
his freshman year. Thus, the 
fight against the odds began. 
The freshman year injury 
enabled him to red-shirt and 
· play lacrosse for the University 
of New Hampshire this season. 
Skill aside, courage has be~n 
the story._ Hollywood would 
IOve to capture him in a movie. 
A senior Geology major 
from Clark, N:J., 'Drummond 
says UN H was not a difficult 
choice because of the attractive 
campus, the location and the 
sinceritv of lacrosse coach Ted 
Garber~ 
But, there were -other 
lacrosse offers, including one at 
Lehigh. Rec.eiving scholarship _ 
help was not a major ingredient 
in his decision. If it were, he·. 
might not be at UN H today. 
.. The day after I decided to 
. come to UN H, the Lehigh 
coach called and said we have 
m o n e y f o r y o u , ': s a-id · 
DrummoT}d . .. I don't know if I 
would have decided differently, 
but it might have been . a· 
factor." 
With the decision behind 
him, Drummond left . home 
with high hopes and grea1 trademarks. Instead, field 
expectations. He did not wea1 intelligence keys his game. · 
his bulky knee brace then. ··Peter's high school coach 
..Since the injury, he ha~ . wrote me and said he's not fast, 
developed into one of the best not quick, bu_t he never makes a 
all-around players we have ever mistake," says Garber, now in 
had," says Garber. "But, his sixth year at 'UNH. "He is 
playing with his knee the way it very smart, he does all the little 
is, it's amazing!" things well." · 
UNH assistant athletic ·. Itisthelittlethingsthatdon't 
trainer Gordon Coo le ternis · s\ow up on the statisti~ sheet. It . 
Drummond's knee "chroni- is a common thing for 
cally unstable." He . explains Drummond to go unnoticed. 
that if is possible for the So tar th·1s .--season, he has 
tenacious midfielder to notched six goals and two _ 
·continue during a game, even assists through seven games. _ 
after re-injury. His career totals are 32 goals 
"Peter's anterior cruciate and 19 assists . 
·tigament was severely injured .. I don't get a lot of goals, but 
four years ago," says Coo le. , I get a lot of ground ball," s~ys · 
.. Because of that, it shifts, Drummond . ··.There's nothmg 
causing pain and swelling. But, better than getting a pass from 
there is no risk of. further your goalie, making a move 
.damage. He wears a protective and getting the baJI up to some-· 
brace, but that only helps so one else for the fast break. · 
much." Goals and assists are nice, but 
.. I had never been- seriously there is a hell of a lot more to 
injured before freshman year:· the game." -
says Drummond . .. I thought · 
the knee operation wouldn't b~ .. When i't counts, and the 
game is on the line, we have to 
have him out there," says 
Garber. .. It's amazing what he 
does. _ Like his . high school 
coach said, _you'll be glad to 
have him on y~ur team.'' 
a big thing, but it didn·'t work 
out that way. I knew I wouldn't 
pack it in. I did a lot of lifting 
and came back. I never even 
leaned toward quitting:" 
The road to recovery is never 
easy. In Drummond's case, his 
right knee will never be fully Peter"Drummond has beaten 
restored. The' limitation would the· odds. In retrospect, the 
place a damper un ..,~the· picture formed four years ago 
.effectiveness of many players . has changed dramatically. 
But, not so with Drummond .. Through it all ; he has remained · 
Blazing speed and lateral a clutch performer for the 
guick-pess are not his~Wildcats. 
( continued from page 24) 
Kingman walked and advanced UN H's' overall record now 
to third on a Jack Bloise single. stands at 12-6. with a fr4 
Bloise then stole second and northern record ' and a 1-1 
Carlin and ,_Gulas ·are · honored. 
J)an Cliff~. ftiiclp._ ,~-P~rf ½~a·¥lJ.,~~ ark. The _Wildc~t's 
Sallany then·· sl'-t'Iglel K,iigrnan next ¥i o!Pe game 1s against 
in for the victory . 1a:xi\:¥ ickmqn '""Np i;t ~t}.astern. Saturday: at 
was saddled with~e !osS .t.i"'_.,. 'um. ( ;, :•? ~~ ·~ z •·,~--~ :_ 
• Softball team WlllS 
three out of four 
By Kathy Johnson Purdy to score, for the . third 
Things finally came together · Wildcat run . 
for the women's softball team In the fourth inning. UNH 
as ~he51 whipped Keene State, 5- was able to score six runs on a 
0 and 10-3, Tuesday afternoon. combination of walks and 
The rainv weather couldn't Keene errors. This· put them up 
stop the Wildcats as they began bv nine, but Keene was able to 
their scoring spree in the )rd -s~ore twice in the fifth and once 
inning with a run by Mary in the sixth for a 9-3 score . 
Conrov. It was the fourth UN H's final run was scored by 
inning· that proved to be the Julie Trask in the sixth inning. 
'highlight · of the first game as ''.Both pitchers were great. 
four runs were scored involving it's the best they've thrown all 
hits . by Sarah Rolfe, Grnce season." said Ford. Any time 
Willis, Stacie Stewart and Lisa they got into trouble, they got 
Agrafiotis. Wildcat pitcher themselves out of it." 
Terry Lavin was able to keep "Everyone _was up for the 
Keene scoreless with the help of game. The starters supported 
the UN H defense. the _second team just like the 
· .. Things just fell into place," second team supports them..-" 
said UN H coach Carol Ford . said shortstop Dawn Purdy. "It 
.. We hit well and played well was a high-spirited game." 
defensively:·" UN H pla~,ed Wednesday . 
By Ray Routhier 
Diane Carlin of the 
gymnastics team and Corinne 
Gulas of the basketball team 
were named UNH Women 
Athletes of the Year last 
Sunday, -at a reception . 
sponsored by the Department 
of Women's Athletics: 
Carlin, who was the 11th-
ranked all -around in the nation 
this -year, won the award in the 
. i.nd ivid ua·l category, while 
Gulas won it in the team 
category for leading the 
wome.n 's basketball team to its 
second consecutive ECAC title. 
Gulas, a senior . from 
Indiana, Penn., was named to 
the ECAC All-Star team, the 
Kodak All -District team and · Dean has set a new record of 
·was a natci-0nal finalist for the·'" 36.95. She is the only UNH · 
Wade Trophy. Besides leading gymnast to com e in the 
. the Wildcats in scoring (18 difficult d ble back 
point ·average),' Gulas also led somersault a a the layout 
the team in -assists, steals, field Tsukahara, w 1ch is a half turn 
. goal ahd free throw percentt;tge on the horse an I½ somersault 
and minutes played. She has set off with the b y in the stretch 
numerous school records position. 
including-most points in a game ... She has the ombination of 
(38), and most steals in a season physical ability and a great 
( 130). · attitude," said C Jin 's coach 
Carlin, a junior from Gail Goodspeed. e 's the 
Dedham, Mass., won the all- · most positive athlete in the 
around at the ECAC, and just gym. :' · 
missed qualifying for the Carlin stressed that the 
NCAA's as she led UNH to the quality ofthe gymnastics team 
ECAC title·. She has broken the - was important in driving her 
UN H all-around record with a 
36 .85, while teammate . Jayne . B~NQUET,_page-22 
The second game, pitched by against Holy Cross, splitting 
Chris Gilligan. included two. The first game.pitched by 
different players filling ·the Lavin. was_ lost. in the seventh · 
positions, but it still was a inning, 2- 1. The Wildcats were 
winnin~ c?mbination. In the victorious in the second game, 
se_cond inning. UN H started off , 3-0. with Gilligan pitching. 
with two w'alks . An excellent . The Wildcats, now 3-8, will 
bunt by Dawn Purdy followed be playing their final · home 
·~)' a Keene error allowed two games this Saturday aga.ir-1st U- . 
ru:1s to sc?re and left Purd;' on M_aine. They lost c;1 close game . 
l1rd. After Stacie Stewart to th1s--team last weekend and · Th- · ·ftb 11 -· IL_·. ·t ·. d ·-- _, - - ·. , • .~-~-- ":. ~ •~·;;;-th i"' u,,.,.1: ·----.... ~~ .. ·- -~~~ 11 . alk1v l ::i doublf' ,te::i LaJLowerl Jrl _,;i,.. t . -h .. - . e so_. a ~~a,._ - r_nere . t . uun~~• uuu~~~._.,.s.w_,,....."l,~~efft!'S'fft"e:,~u ana 10-3 i: ~~- ·:::.~tt~~~':i.~~.j!;.;_:,,;;:"f:~:i:~~Q;t~~~~~~~:;l~;¼~~~J;'tt4:tnti~fi · ;W~,,m-~ ~ .... ""~•u••---,-~-~--,~ 
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Sports 
· Lax-women crush Yale and Northeastern .. . . . 
. Yale 
By Jane Friedlander 
Tuesday the UN H women's 
lacrosse teani defeated Yale 10-
5 in their second· appearance at 
home: · 
. The game· was a big bo'ost ir 
spirit for the Wildcats. They 
opened the game by totally · 
dominating tilt ,first ltalf uf 
play. By half time UNH was up 
by the score of 7-0 and had 
stopped any attempt made by 
' the Yale women to come back. 
The first goal. of the half was 
scored by Sara Kittredge at the 
11:38 mark. With the 
momentum behind them the 
Wildcats scored three more · 
qllic.k goals: · one · by Sara 
Kittredge and two by Laurie 
Leary, all between the 15:14 . 
mark and 15:59 mark. 
The -next Wildcat to post a 
score was Karen Ge·romini at 
. , the 17: 16 point. The last two 
goals of the period were scored · 
at the 19:48 :and 23:08 mark by 
Pauline Collins and Amy 
Walsh respective.I~,. making the 
total for the first . half 7-0. 
Complementing · the seven 
unanswered· goals was the pla5' 
of the UNH netminders, who . 
made seven saves· for an , 
impressive half. 
Secon · half action . opened 
with a quick goal scored by 
Wildcat Pauline Collins only 
I :35 into the half. This goal was 
answered by a Yale goal at 2: 15, 
rriak{ng the score 8-1. UNH 
answered that Yale threat !,y 
scoring another goal only 
fifteen seconds later to bring 
the score ·to 8-2 where it stayed 
Northeastern · 
By Steve Langevin 
Yesterday afternoon the 
UNH women's lacrosse team 
combined an overpowering 
offense with a ·solid defense to 
roll to an easy 20-3, victory over 
the Northeastern Huskies. on 
the Huskies ·home turf. 
The Wildcats were in control 
from· the . opening whistle, 
rolling to an 8-1 lead at the end 
of the first half. Freshman 
Karen Geromini scored half of 
those -goals. while Pauline 
Collins and Sara Kittredge 
supplied the rest of the offense 
wit'h two ·goals ·apiece. · 
Jn the - second half UNH 
· continued to carry the play to 
the Huskies~ outscoring them 
12-2. Collins and Walsh 
notched three goals each in the 
.. 'half. while Kittredge and Mary 
Ellen Claffey both scored 
twice. Adding single tallies 
were captain Laurie Leary and 
,Geromini, to finish the scoring. 
Going all the way in net for 
the Wildcats was Deb · Cram . 
who came up with six saves. 
UNH's leading scorer Sara Kittredge(-19) moving in for a shot on goal. The lax-women defeated 
Yale 10-5 and Northeastern 20-3.(Frank Con~tentino file photo) 
The victory lifts the lax-
women's record to 5-2. heading 
into action this weekend. 
Saturday afternoon they host 
Bedford. England at 12:00 and 
Monday they · will be 
entertajni~g Brown at 3:30. 
until 14:50 into the half. Here . · . 
Yale scored again. but again B -h· 11 sw· ·_,e·  ·e.ps au··· d • 
they were answered by another a Se· a IS swept 
UN H goal bringing the score to 
9-3. By now the Wildcats had 
done a good job in controlling 
the game and continued to do 
so by only allowing two more 
Yale goals--.-one at the 23:03 
mark and one atthe 24:35 mark 
while adding one more goal to 
their total. Yale's attempt at a 
- final comeback failed · and the 
Wildcats came c;mt victors bji a 
score of 10-5. 
By Steve Garabedian 
· With the offense producing, . 
the UNH baseball team swept 
Brown 6-1 a.nd 7-2. With the 
offense struggling, UNH 
. dropped a doubleheader to 
U ~ass 6-3 and 4-3 ( in eight 
innings). · · · 
In Tuesday's doubleheader 
against · Brown, the surge wa-s 
led by . Bob Soucy and Bill 
Peach. They eac_h scored three · 
runs. and Soucy ha·d a triple Against lJMass on Wednes-
and a homer. day-, the offens'e sputtered. 
With one out in the first · scoring only si,x runs in t\,,,,o 
· inning. Soucy · homered. his games. . 
second of the season. Peach In the opener, UNH jumped 
then singled, was sacrificed to out to a 3-0 lead after two 
second .by Mike Shriner and frames. The 'Cats scored two in 
a_dvanced to third on a single by the- _first, on RBI double _ by 
Steve Rewucki. He then scored · Shriner and Rewucki's RBI 
on Bob Connor's sacrifice flv . · single. In · the second Tom 
The . Wildcats scored t~o . Murphy opened with a double 
more in the fifth, highlighted by and sco·red on a single by 
Soucy's triple to giv.e UN Ha 4- Pohle. 
0 lead. ' But Wildcat starter Dennis 
ln the .seventh inning. Soucy McCarthy couldn't hold onto 
_ again got things rolling when the lead. He yielded two runs in 
he reached· on an error b~/ the the sec·ond and another in the 
leftfiedler. Peach doubled him third. which knotted the game 
home and Shriner followed at 3-3. 
with a single to plate -Peach . In the fourth inning the 
UNH now Icd-6-0,. Minutemen went ahead for 
Jon Gilbert. who was the · good. Andy Connors doubled · 
recipient of this · offensive home Tim Fabian and .then 
·production.was touched up for scored himself when Angelo 
an unearned run in the seventh . Salustri singled. Salusfri then 
·Gilbert (5-1) went the -distance. scored ·on an infield Out to 
allowing only t,wo hils while complete the scoring. Andy 
striking out five. Clark got the . win . . 
Using a five -_nin explosion in · In the nightcap. UNH again 
the fifth inning, UNH defeated jumped ahead with an 
Brown 7-2 in the nightcap. unearned · run in the first, but 
Walt Po hie started the frame U Mass rallied for a run in the 
off with a solo honie run, his bottom half of the first and two 
second -of the season, to give more in the fifth. 
UNH a 3-1 lead. After Soucy UNH came back to tie it in 
grounded out. Peach followed the sixth at 3-all. With one out. 
with a single and scored on a Peach singled and . walked 
double by Shriner. Sh-riner . home on a Shriner home run. 
soc.red - on an error by the Both teams had opportuni- · 
second baseman on a ball hit by ties in the seventh to break the 
. R~wucki. Gilbert then cleared deadl-ock. but both came up 
the bases with hi-s· second · emlpy . -UNHhadtwoonwith 
homer of the season. · -one out. but a · double play 
, Dan Leach (3-1) gave up four erased that hope . U Mass had 
hits and one earned run in his the bases loadep and only one 
four and two-thirds innings of out. but couldn't even get the 
work, to earn the victory. Jay ball out of the infield. 
Wickman relieved him ~and In the eighth, UM ass's Bruce 
. The baseball team swept Brown 6-1 and 7-2· Tuesday, before-dropping~ pair to the Unive~sity of 
Massachusetts Wednesday 6-:.3 and 4~3.(Jim Millard file phot~). 
blanked_ Brown the rest of the BASEBALL, p~ge 23 way. 
